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An In-Service Training Project Conducted at

Shanti School in Hartford, Connecticut

Eugene

F.

Mulcahy, A.B., Boston College
M.A.T., Brown Univeristy
M.Ed., University of Hartford

Directed by
The project is

a

:

Dr.

A.

Donn Kesselheim

staff training project conducted from

August, 1972 until February, 1973 at Shanti School, Hartford,

Connecticut where the author is school director.
model is

a

The training

self-directed one similar to the British Teacher

Renewal Center model.
The experiences are chronicled and evaluated.

Conclu-

sions emerge which will be of some service to public alternative schools and to staff training designs.

The self-directed

design is seen as effective training and training consistent
with the goals and philoshopies of alternative education.
The staff of five first established role definitions and

training priorities.

Internal and external resources are
Staff self -evaluates the

employed to effect the training.

experience and negotiates designs..
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The Pro j ect

This project is essentially an existentially-based model
of staff development for alternative schools.

There is an

obvious problem with an organically-grown program, in that it
grows from certain givens that are unique to
ation.

a

specific situ-

The process, however, is what is most important.

The first two chapters introduce the school, Shanti, and

give some historical and philosophical background, both of

alternative schools and of Shanti.

You are introduced to

extraordinarily talented and committed people of the Shanti
staff
The formal project began in early August 1972, and still
goes on.

Arbitrarily, we stopped the action and collected

the data in February 1973.

The training process is

a

simple

one, similar to that of the Teacher Renewal Center designs in

England.
ities.

Each staff member defines his/her role, sets priorThe staff then sets its priorities and identifies

individual and staff training needs.

We then seek to design

programs, using internal and external resources to meet those
needs.

We reassess and move on.

The third chapter is the journal of the project.

Be-

it has withsides the value of the journal for process sake,

by itself in
in it some substantive data which could stand

.

2

•

value, particularly in the area of group process design and

college admissions.
The Shanti model seeks to give security and stability to

those who wish to explore real problems

,

real opportunities

in the context of the struggle for self-identity.

The staff

must understand the process and the value of the resources
the multiracial/multicultural model presents.

There are real

dangers in the model, along with the opportunity for real
growth
This training experience emphasizing small group leader-

ship and interracial understanding focuses upon the staff's
role and need for understanding in the context of our school

community as resource.

The staff provides energy, security,

in some sense protection, models for the growth and matura-

tion of young people.

Staff must be personally strong, wise,

consistent, loving, and aware of the reality of the school

community we live in, of the world beyond it.
This project is an attempt to explore the growth of the

Shanti staff toward the ends of effective function within an

alternative school.

The process is existential, as is the

presentation of this data.

It

is the emphasis on the journal

as the key element of this paper which distinguishes it from
a

dissertation and establishes

it

as a project.

Public Alternative Schools
The American comprehensive high school has, in some

3

sense, always provided alternatives

-

cal programs, work/study programs.

Business programs and

ability tracks, techni-

industrial arts programs have been longstanding alternatives
to mainstream programs of education for American secondary

students.

Often the choice of program has not been the stu-

dent’s own but has depended upon assessed abilities, aptitudes, and the expectations of the school and/or parents in

behalf of the student.

Experiments in curriculum have gone on and continue in
many high schools.

Some of these programs are staff initi-

ated, while others generate from students, administrators,
or parents and community.

Programs are conducted within the

schools’ walls and in the community at large.
On 31 January 1969, Philadelphia initiated the "Parkway

Program."

According to both Superintendent of Schools Mark

Shed and Parkway Director John Bremer, the program's birth
was occasioned by specific needs in the Philadelphia schools:

lack of facilities and space, apparent waste of citywide

resources and alienation of
the city schools.

trend, starting

a

a

definable population of kids in

There was no thought of establishing

movement or, indeed, of creating

duplicable design.

a

a

model of

The development of the Parkway Program

wiihwas within the framework of experimentation, stretching
in the public schools.

The extraordinary elements of Parkway seem to be:
of the community as

a

teaching resource

(

use

school-without-walls

4

concept), employment of non-institut ional facilities and
home
base areas, and greater choice in direction on the part
of
the students in their own education.

The model was of great

interest to many who had been searching for alternatives to
the monolithic existing structure.

This model seemed partic-

ularly viable, could be cheaper, utilized resources totally

unavailable to most students, was pragmatic, was not wasteful, and seemed to have great potential in humane education,
in concern for students'

to more

affective growth, and in the return

intimate, less rigid student/teacher relationships.

From the Philadelphia success pattern flowed other

models.

Borrowing liberally from Parkway and other experi-

ments, cities and towns began establishing

a

variety of pro-

grams suited to specific needs and political realities within

those districts.

Metropolitan High School in Chicago is one

of the early models.

It becomes

important to the concerns of

this paper because, after wide searching by the founders of
the Hartford model, the Metropolitan (Metro) design was the
one most clearly imitated as Shanti began to emerge.

Alternative High School Students
Public secondary alternative schools differ from more

traditional schools, both from the perspective of students
and staff.

Students come to the alternative schools for

a

variety of reasons, ranging from vague curiosity and opport

unity to intense dislike for and disaffection with other

5

public schools.

Some come to increase resources, some to

study areas not otherwise available, some because they
are
angry, some because they are bored.

Others come because they

have nowhere else to go, have been deselected from the system
or feel they can't cope with its structure and size.

student

I

k now

One

came because he heard he could smoke cigar-

ettes in the classrooms.

Alternative school students generally are confronted
with more choice, more adult interaction, smaller classes,

cultural and racial diversity in close-contact situations,
and exposure to greater and more real risks and responsibilities.

They tend to be more socially mature, have

a

wider

view of the world, have better political tools, be more verbal and perhaps less literate than other students.

They are

usually fiercely loyal to their new schools although full of

criticism within its physical confines.

Most are, it would

reason, risk takers.
For some students the alternative school is the only

hope for graduating from high school; for other students it
is a more favorable option,

would be

a

although the traditional school

successful experience as well.

Many alternative

schools aim toward wide cultural diversity if that is possible

within the district.

This allows students

a

close experience

with different culture, mores and value systems.

Flexible scheduling encourages students to advance
through external experience.

Students may schedule work and

6

apprenticeship experiences outside of the school curriculum.
Although social interaction for students generally seems to
be focused within the alternative school itself, the students

tend to develop

a

wider range of activities, to travel more

widely, to grow in
nity and school.

a

sense of independence from home, commu-

Interestingly, the growing sense of inde-

pendence seems to increase communication between the student
and his/her parents, to make the young person's place in his/

her home and community more secure.
For alternative school students the emergence from pas-

sivity in choice-making is frequently

a

slow process.

Stu-

dents know pain as they seek to identify significant decisions and to gain experience in making them and in facing

their consequences.

Their long protection from real decision-

making situations makes skills acquisition in this area difficult and progress often slow.

Alternative School Staff
Here is

a

copy of the advertising blurb published by

Shanti in search of staff applicants.

227 responses followed

its publication.

GREATER HARTFORD ALTERNATE HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHERS NEEDED
2 POSITIONS
In September, Hartford and six surrounding com-

munities will open the country's first Regional School
The school, modeled after the "Parkway
Without Walls.
Program" in Philadelphia, will house over 50 students
and depend largely upon the community for instruction
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and development.
It is new!
It is exciting!
Teachers
will need to be counselors, supervisors, administrators,
instructors, and who knows what else. The project
will put in long and energetic hours working with
kids and community.
Salary is median for the area.
Benefits equivalent.
Criteria for selection are not inflexible, but are
offered to give a profile of the kind of persons needed.
Final interviews will include students.
CRITERIA
1.
Connecticut State Secondary Certification
or eligibility (2 years preferred).
2.
Three years teaching experience.
3.
Experience in supervision (e_.g., student
t eacher s )
4.
Community related experience.
5.
Exposure to innovative programs.
6.
Administrative experience (programs,
grants )
7.
Boundless energy.
Closing date for application:
May 30, 1971.
Send
resume and supportive material to:
Capitol Region Education Council
200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford, Connecticut
06117
Mr. Eugene Mulcahy
Attention:
:

.

.

Alternative school staffs have

a

wider range of respon-

sibilities than other school staff members.

The term "teach-

er" is seldom used to describe alternative school staffs

because it tends to be unduly restrictive.
teach in

a

Staff generally

variety of subject areas and teach interdiscip-

linary courses; they have administrative tasks, group leadership responsibility, counseling duties, responsibilities to

contribute to the internal community functions and decisionmaking processes.
The staff role in the alternative school is

emerging one.

a

continually

Different alternative schools have taken dif-

ferent approaches to staff involvement in the school.

Most
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agree that the traditional linear command, directive
approach

which typifies most public school teachers is not an effective way to relate to students in an alternative school.

Some

schools, and some staff members, seem to reject all vestiges
of an authority role and function as co-equal members of the

learning community.

This approach is often a reaction against

the traditional public schools.

The point of view offers few

or confused models for imitation by students.

For the alternative school staff member, the role is

different from

a

similar role in another public school.

her hours are more flexible and longer.

more varied, less departmentalized.

His/

His/her tasks are

His/her relationships

with students are more intimate, more intense.

He/she spends

more time in full school functions, planning, initiating,

evaluating, supporting, developing community resources, supervising.

Classes are smaller; teaching is more personal.

The

staff member should be competent, varied, open, resourceful,

consistent, tolerant of ambiguity and stress, and possess

a

high energy level.
Shanti School

Shanti was formed by

a

group of parents and community

leaders, black and white, who felt

a

need for

a

different

kind of education from that being offered elsewhere in Hartford, Connecticut.

As

early as 1969, the Hartford Board of

Education had some interest in an alternative school program.
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In the summer of 1970, John Bremer visited
Hartford at the

invitation of the parents and community people contemplating
the founding of a school.

educators

He spoke to business leaders and

.

One strong direction felt by the founding group was that
the proposal should be regional, encompassing as many and

varied communities as could be involved.
£ov $500 per

communities.

i_own

($1 ,000

planning request

A

for Hartford) was answered by nine

The founding group decided to become

a

program

of the Capitol Region Education Council (CREC) since CREC was

legally able to receive municipal and state funds.

CREC

could also provide initial support service, housing, and cre-

dibility to the program.

CREC sponsorship would free the

program from the bureaucracy of any specific school system
while allowing the use of resources from all.

CREC's primary

ongoing responsibility was to be for fiscal and personnel
The program function would

matters and not for program.

depend upon an internal board of parents, students, represen-

tatives from contributing boards of education, and community

members at large.
In January 1971,

I

received permission from the Univer-

sity of Hartford to render one-third of my time to the pro-

gram at University expense.

I

was appointed coordinator of

the program and principal the following May.
Dr.

Gregg Sinner and Nick Duke were employed as profes-

sional staff.

Eileen Toomey joined us in

a

secretarial capa-
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city on the regional high school staff.

Joe Novotny,

a

Teacher Corps graduate, offered his fulltime service
without
cost
.

The program selected fifty students (thirty Hartford,

twenty out of city) and began in late July 1971 with

dential experience at Voluntown, Connecticut.

a

resi-

At this camp-

ing site, plans for the design of the school and its curricu-

lum were laid by staff and students.

It

is

here that the

name Shanti, "that peace which surpasseth all understanding,"
was selected by the

s

tudent / staff community.

The first year saw growth in the internal community, an

increase in resources, and

a

positive response of colleges

toward the graduates (thirteen of the sixteen graduates went
on to higher study; this included all Third World students).

The program as planned functioned effectively, although not

always smoothly.
the year.

Racial conflict flared toward the close of

The lack of

flaw in our design.

mitted.

a

black staff person was

a

serious

The staff had grown overtired, overcom-

The newness of the model and lack of role clarity

had made moderation of energy difficult.
The second year of the program saw the number of stu-

dents increase from fifty (1971-1972) to seventy-three

(1972-1973).
J

We hired Ray Blanks as assistant director.

Sinner replaced Eileen Toomey and her function changed to

that of executive assistant to the director.

The journal

which appears later picks up the flow of events from this

.
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point

The Philosophy and Goals of

Shant i

In January 1973 analysis was made of original goals and

philosophy of the school.
of change in direction:

The effort sought to define areas
it

was a regrouping.

The goals of

the school as seen at that time paralleled rather closely the

goals of the original vision.

In some areas

it was determined

that the goals were not being adequately met and yet they were

both attainable and desirable.

The only precept devaluated

from primary to secondary importance was the school’s emphasis
on urban culture.

It

was felt that this would come naturally

from our internal community.
The goals and philosophical precepts articulated are as

follows.

Shanti should:

education

-

a

1)

provide relevant community based

school-without-walls utilizing the broad base

resources in the Greater Hartford community.
should reach out

,

The school

be a part of the community and not isolate

itself in its own home base.

The home base can provide sup-

port, security, and respite, but the emphasis of the learning

should be within the larger community.
gram.

A

2)

Be a regional pro-

diverse population reflective when possible of the

diversity within the Greater Hartford area should compose the
school’s learning community.

The interaction of students and

staff from mult icultural and multiracial backgrounds is in itself an education resource of immense value.

3)

Maintain

a

12

program wherein students are involved in
choice and option.

a

wide range of

Students should learn the dynamics of

choosing, of making decisions.

Choice should be available

for courses, for selection and retaining of staff, for philo-

sophical direction, for day to day function of the school.
The commitment to choice assumes access to information for

effective decision-making.
a

The choice may be and may include

student's commitment to highly structured experiences which

the school is responsible for providing.
the larger community.

4)

Give service to

While the school relies heav ily upon
j

the resources of the community, the school in itself should

devise means for direct service to that community.

This

might include courses, tutoring, use of facilities, assistance to the elderly, perhaps work in

a

day care center.

Influence other education in Greater Hartford.

It

5)

is the

responsibility of the school to share its resources, its
discoveries, its strength with our neighboring schools.
believe that education in general

is

We

not responsive to stu-

dent need, does not encourage choice-making.

We are committed

to devising means by which change can be made.

Procedure for Student Admission
Because Shanti seeks

a

diverse population of students,

selection for the program is by lottery of all students in

contributing school districts who apply with parental consent.
Only students requiring special education programs are
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excepted from the lottery.
Each contributing school district designates the
number
of positions in the school which it will support at
the

designated amount of $1,000 per annum.
in June to fill vacancies

occur.

Lotteries are held

in cities and towns where vacancies

Mid-year vacancies are filled immediately.

The admission process is designed to offer the Shanti

opportunity equitably to all.

It

is

expected that the lot-

tery system will provide the school with

a

wide population

range in terms of urban/suburban/rural constituents, students
of low to high socioeconomic status and reflective of the

population of the district, participation from white, black
and Spanish-speaking peoples.

Experience suggests that this

procedure is successful.
The Director’s Position

The director was initially called principal, but the

staff /student community felt the original title inappropriate
as it did not accurately describe the role.

The director is

legally responsible for Shanti and its operation.
tone, conducts business, teaches.

officer of the school and
its behalf.

is

He sets a

He is the chief executive

empowered to speak and act on

The following is the official job description

offered by Shanti for the director.
The director is the agent of the Shanti and CREC boards
He
and the legal administrative officer of the school.
executive
the
board
Shanti
the
is responsible to
director of the Capitol Region Education Council. He
to
is responsible for the interpretation of the school

. .
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the external community and for leadership within the
internal community, for staff and student support.
(18 May 1972)

During my evaluation for rehiring in 1973,
this description of my role to the community.

I

presented

Their decision

on my rehiring also required a ratification of my interpreta-

tion of the director's role.

Survival of Shanti; interpretation of the school to
the outside world and vice versa; internal leadership
to the community; direction of curriculum and affective
community; support and direction to the staff; individual and group support to students; development of
resources to keep learning possibilities open; budget
and longrange thinking; personal growth; teaching and
learning
The director is recruited nationally with advertising to

schools of education, alternative school communications media
and recruiting agencies.

This position calls for

certifiable in Connecticut as

a

a

person

secondary principal,

a

person

with administrative experience, vision, flexibility, creative

approaches to problem solving, ability to relate to younger
people, staff supervision experience, experience in both business and urban communities, experience teaching in tradi-

tional schools, and the ability to teach in more than one
sub j ec t field
A

committee selected the finalists and interviews were

scheduled.

The interview was

a

daylong process which included

sessions with high school students, teachers, school administrators, parents, and community and business people.

The full

group of interviewers met and selected the person for the

15

position by consensus.
As all Shanti staff, the director is
evaluated for rehir-

ing by the full student/s taf f community annually.

Evaluation

procedure usually includes written evaluations, staff
verbal
self evaluations, small group meetings, and

a

final ballot to

decide if the staff member should be invited to return.
Small groups and/or large groups may meet to discuss specifics of the evaluation.
a

Although

a

staff has legal responsibility to

tem, the real responsibility is

a

director and, to
a

board, to

degree,

school sys-

constituent responsibility,

responsibility to those whom we serve.
is

a

a

At Shanti the director

primarily accountable to his staff and to his students.

Other accountabilities must also be maintained.
Staff Positions
In addition to the director, Shanti has

people.

Each took part in this project.

five core staff

There is an assist-

ant director who coordinates the English program, an executive

assistant,

science/math person,

a

person, and

a

a

language/social studies

many-splendored all-encompassing person.

staff person teaches, participates in or leads

a

Each

home group

(the basic planning, evaluation and personal growth component

group of the school), counsels, develops resources, and keeps

records.

In addition each has specific responsibilities and

supervises specific teaching interns.
The home group leadership function is seen by the staff
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and director as the key staff role in the school.

The group

provides strength and support to its members, direction and

confrontation.

It

brings students together, it reaches for

"lost souls," those students who are drifting from the school.
It

offers opportunity for ventilation and formation.
Staff also serve on at least one task force group.

Task

forces have power of decision on all but major policy in the

school governmental structure.

Major policy decisions can be

made by the full staff /student community only.
five task forces:

There are

Administration and Budget (J, Gene, Geoff),

Arts (Ray), Curriculum and Resources (Nick), Internal Envi-

ronment (Geoff), and Ongoing Evaluation (Gregg, Geoff).
Task forces and home groups report to the community and

publish their agendas and proceedings.

Staff members are mem-

bers of the full community, vote as members of that community,
and are responsible contributors to that group.
In February 1973 the school stopped regular scheduled

activities and concentrated for
and rehiring questions.

a

day upon staff evaluation

Evaluation

is

a

matter of great ser-

iousness involving wide participation by the full Shanti com-

munity and conducted by the Ongoing Evaluation Task Force,
excepting those members of that task force when their own

evaluation is being considered.

After the day's delibera-

tion, the staff was overwhelmingly rehired.

The process is

one of written evaluation, followed by a searching self eval-

uation,

a

series of small group meetings, and

a

large group
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report and balloting.
At that time each staff member defined his/her role
as

follows
Ray Blanks - Assistant director.
Responsible to facilitate the director in any activity he mandates, to
counsel a home group, to assume classroom responsibilities as a teacher, to coordinate all Communicating Self
classes, to build bridges to the outside total community, to oversee art programs at Shanti, and to develop
experiences and courses useful to minority youth.

Nick Duke - Instructor, Spanish and photography. Responsibilities include home group leadership, Curriculum Task Force leadership, course instruction, supervision and support of adjunct instructors and teaching
interns, resource development in social studies and
languagesl Additional responsibilities include availability to students, consistency in performance, clear
handling of day to day business, understanding of problems, openness to love and be loved.
Gregg Sinner - Instructor, science and mathematics.
Responsibilities include home group leadership. Evaluation Task Force leadership, instruction, development of
community resources, and supervision of teaching interns
and adjunct instructors.
notify of
Sinner - Responsible to the Shanti board:
meetings; prepare and disperse minutes of meetings.
offer course(s); be available
Responsible to students:
to care, to counsel, to listen, to absorb static.
Responsible to community: do administrative and clerical tasks as efficiently and joyfully as possible;
answer everyone’s questions about everything; provide
sharp pencils
J

.

Geoff Thale - Instructor, European history, Latin,
Algebra 1, topics in English literature. Responsible
for leadership of the Internal Environment Task Force.
Member of the Evaluation Task Force and Administration
and Budget Task Force.
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CHAPTER

II

STAFF FUNCTION AT SHANTI

Director’s Leadership Stylo
The director's legal responsibility is

responsibility.

a

principal's

In that he reports directly to a board, he

functions more like

a

superintendent.

The daily function,

however, is different from either position.

structure of the school makes most decisions.

The governmental
The director

clarifies the option, presents possibilities, and implements

decisions where appropriate.

He holds

a

clear veto in areas
*

where health, safety, and school survival are the issues.

Otherwise he is in practice accountable to the internal community
I

.

view my exercise of the function of director as

fairly low key one.

I

a

can be powerful, overly powerful some-

times in argument and decision-making processes.

I

try to

provide information to all and to challenge all, but particularly staff that they might achieve beyond expectation of

themselves.

While holding the expectation high,

support with what strength

I

I

seek to

feel appropriate and possible.

My role is that of a visionary, a pusher of the school

further than where

to a point

atrophy.
I

I

it

is

now, a safeguard against

keep infusing direction and processes.

Frequently

qualify, facilitate, sensitize.
My availability to staff is constant; to students it

is
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less and often selective.

I

teach eight hours weekly which

keeps me close to staff instructional concerns and to students.
ive

,

I

am low profile, charismatic, supportive, reflects

usually efficient.

I

follow through, think ahead, make

few serious mistakes, and suffer pain along with those who

grow.

As a stai

other is great.

i

,

our love and care and openness with each

We also like one another a great deal.

respect each other’s strengths and it is

We

part of my style

a

to exploit those strengths for the benefit of the staff and

Shant i

.

In staff relations, my role is more linear than in stu-

dent relationships.

My leadership is more direct and yet

leadership often wanders from person to person as staff interacts.

I

lead with warmth, flair, tolerance.

try to rein-

I

force great and wonderful thoughts and deeds.

I

am an ideal-

ist, but grounded in practical and political reality.
a

I

have

healthy cynicism about my day to day tasks, but see their

total effect and effects of the other interactions with my
staff and students as being of vital importance.

velop resources and access resources well.

I

can de-

I

have a polished

and aggressive public style which differs from my more

natural style but is available for special needs.

I

invest

tremendous energy and great amount of time in Shanti.
Over the past several months (September to January)

I

have been carefully noting expressed staff reactions to my

leadership style and to me as

a

leader.

I

have heard.
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powerful

,

"amazing in his ability to know so much, to think

ahead, to be right all the time", "always comes through",
"too willing to neglect own needs for those of the school",

accessible enough to students

they should know you

-

better", "compassion and understanding", "outrageous level of

expectation and role performance criteria for staff", "sometimes too sensitive", "public bull-shitting bothers kids",
'

"always available", "seriously under-rates self", "cares
about kids", "good in groups and one-to-one", "sometimes

doesn’t give enough reinforcement for good deeds done, takes
too much of staff’s efforts for granted", "always seems to

have clear direction,

a

person to follow", "expert wheeler

and dealer", "strong and consistent", "committed to changing
the world
ist"

a

piece at

a

time", "consistently an existential-

.

Staff Roles
In the preceeding chapter, staff performance areas have

been noted in

a

The wide range in talent and

general way.

intensity of commitment expected of staff has been discussed.
Here

I

can be more specific.

In July 1972

I

composed

a

list of what

staff responsibilities at Shanti.
to consider the same problem.

I

I

saw as chief

asked each staff member

We met and negotiated a list

of some twenty areas of designated staff responsibility.

These twenty areas became

a

basis of pre-testing and post-
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testing instruments to aid in evaluating this
project.

ordering of the items was by lot.
1}

Home group leadership

.

The

The items are as follows:

Three of the five core staff

members are home group leaders (Ray, Nick, Gregg);
in
January the remaining two entered a home group leadership training program conducted by the existing home

group leaders.

Three external consultants are also home

group leaders (Dr. Justus S. Beach, Professor of Education at Central Connecticut State College; Dr. Jack

Heitner, Associate Professor of English at Central Con-

necticut State College, Jack also teaches an English
course at Shanti; Ms. Muriel Welch,

therapist

)

a

Hartford group

.

Home group leadership is the most vital staff function at Shanti.

The home group leader is responsible

for the growth and well being of the group and its members.

He/she oversees program planning, evaluates each

cycle (seven-week period) of work for each student,

identifies problems as they begin to develop, establishes

programs for group or individuals, refers more serious
problems, generates changes in the school situation,
exposes opportunities, deals with emotional needs of students, gives love and care and anger, receives love and
care and anger, keeps all individual student records,

advises students of post-graduation options and how to
make them heppen.
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Responsibility is technical and intense,
requires
great sensitivity, openness, concern, and
competency.

Group skill is an important criterion in staff
hiring.

Shanti is strongly committed to
home group offers

a

a

group process.

The

sense of security, personal belong-

ing, to students, interns, and staff in a chaotic
model
of choices and possibilities.

It

warm family-like support group.
goal of Shanti's program:

is

a

base station, a

Choicemaking is

a

major

in the home group the alter-

natives are exposed, decisions made, consequences exp

lored

2)

Academic instruction

academic responsibility.

.

All core staff have specific
All staff teach.

Courses at

Shanti arise from availability of teachers, expressed

student need, or staff design.
into five general areas:

The curriculum falls

The Communicating Self; Me,

the Creator and Cr af t sperson

;

The Physical World; World

Out There; Body Wonderful, Soul Complete.

Most core

staff teach in more than one area.
The program seeks to be responsive to individual

need.

Needs range from remediation to advanced techni-

cal study.

Staff needs that range of expertise or the

ability to identify resources to meet the specific challenge.

Ray, Nick and Gregg are responsible for specific

areas; Ray is responsible for two areas. Communicating
Self and Arts.
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The academic program is one of the valuable
tools
for student learning.

Literacy is
3

^

a

Staff competency must be high.

goal for every graduate.

Supervision and leadership of volunteer staff

.

Each

staff member has some responsibility for supervision and

support of adjunct faculty.

Those with area leadership

responsibility have wider supervisory duty.

The core

staff person must see to it that adjunct staff understands the function of the school, its crediting system,
its expectations of instructors, its evaluation proce-

dures.

Problems of and with adjunct faculty should be

identified quickly and response made.

Some training is

given adjunct staff although efforts in the direction
in group training have been largely unsuccessful.

Most

adjunct staff rely heavily upon core staff and on the

booklet "Cooperating Teachers' Manual."
4)

Staff team membership (mutual support, etcetera).

In a close community like Shanti,

staff must be flexible

and adaptable, conscious of each other's strengths and

failings.

There is

a

good deal of need for "fill in"

where needed, to help out when the crush is on.

This

applies to both the day to day labor and to affective
growth
The staff, its strengths and unity, is greater than
its individual members and parts.
in terms of academic strength,

The staff is balanced

educational philosophy,
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personal experience.

Each member has demonstrated pro-

ficiencies and needs.

Together we meet those needs, sup-

port each other, and gain strength.

Home group leaders
*

meet monthly with me for group life, non-business meetings primarily aimed at group support and sharing.
I

5

)

Initiator of ideas

.

Staff at Shanti are expected to
|

be dynamic, growing.

They should be constantly aware of
i

what is within themselves, in their home groups, in the

internal and external communities.
posal makers

,

They should be pro-

idea banks for the rest of the community

to draw upon.
6)

Planning and evaluating

.

Home group leaders as dis-

cussed earlier are primarily responsible for supervising
the planning and se If -e valuat ing of student programs and

progress.

Staff has responsibility to be continually

reviewing its own performance, both individually and in
staff group meetings.

Staff continually is evaluating

existing programs and processes and planning new approaches, new directions.

For example, the signup for

classes at Shanti had been

a

problem.

Information would

not get out, kids would not appear on planning days.

After five painful experiences and redesigns, staff and
students finally designed

a

process which worked.

This

system is yet under continual evaluation and improvement.
The staff with its longrange vision has special re-

sponsibility within the community for leadership and
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longrange planning, goal setting.

The staff is constant

while student membership changes.

This gives staff wider

vision.

The vision should be shared, although not to the

engulfment of student initiation.
counseling

1

.

Home group leaders are re-

sponsible for individual counseling.

Three of our home

group leaders (J.B., Jack, Muriel) are external consultants and not always available.

short term counseling is

a

Special long term and

shared core staff responsi-

bility.

Students are encouraged to ask counsel where
seems appropriate.

Some students seek

a

it

variety of

staff view points in problem solving.
8)

College and career counseling

.

Staff is expected to

have available data on colleges and career opportunities.
We have a library of catalogs and literature. The College

Search Kit, The College Handbook

guidance resources.
use of the resources.

,

and microfilmed career

Each staff member is trained in the
This area became

a

major priority

in training for the project.
9)

Availability to students

.

The Shanti model requires

openness and visibility for staff.

Staff desks and work

areas are open, situated in the most active area of the
school.

Desks are not enclosed or in boxed areas.

staff can be seen, their desks sat upon.

All

The staff are

present and able to be touched, spoken with.

Since the
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school day has no openings and closings,
staff availability is open ended, not framed in a work
day setting.
Staff spends most of its day in direct
contact with
students
'* 4
•#;
mt%
Wf C»
p
rkin
well
with
the director
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The staff mutual
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*

I

.

support system assumes acceptance of the director
as
leader.

His acceptability to the staff depends upon
his

ability to meet staff and school needs.
is directive with the staff.

I

Occasionally he

This too must be respected

and understood within the context of mutual sharing.
The director’s leadership style is discussed earlier in

this paper both from his point of view and that of the

staff
11)

.

Understanding racial tensions

Problems of the

.

Third World students are an important concern at Shanti.
We are committed to a multiracial multicultural commu-

Cultures are different.

nity,

Values differ.

expression and communication differ.
for peoples of all cultures in

a

There is

Means of
a

need

multicultural setting

to feel positive, to feel secure about themselves and

their cultural heritage.
For many of our students Shanti is the first exten-

sive experience they have outside the narrow confines
of their own cultural upbringing.

dents

a

This is for all stu-

difficult and cautious risk taking,

great importance.

a

risk of

The innate and inbred fears of what
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different, those who are unlike me, must
be understood by the staff both in terms of their
own feelings
is

and those of all students.

The staff must serve in

a

model role, in the role of leader, clarifier,
facilitator.

Responsibility here is to all students regardless

of race or culture.

Staff can be most helpful to students who identify

most closely, but each staff member has responsibility
to each student.

Racial confrontations are often anxi-

ety-ridden, fearsome to all but particularly to the con-

trolling white majority.

Staff must have perspective

and constancy in sensing the delicate nuances of racial

tensions and fears.
a

It

is

a

difficult task sand becomes

focus of this project.

12)

Consistency of performance

.

Adolescents seek

a

sense of security sometimes only to react against it.

Inconstant behavior by adults leads to confusion in kids.

Uneven behavior on

a

staff person's part may well have

significance for his personal growth or struggle, but
leads often to

a

serious breakdown of communication or

role reversal in relating to students.

Students and staff can forge deeper bonds, when

staff behavior is predictable within some range of expectation.

At Shanti we have experienced some staff incon-

sistency leading to increased anxiety among students and

other staff.

The internal community's tolerance level
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surprisingly high, but the investment of energy
seems

is

counter-productive.
1

^

lems_.

Accura te diagnosis of student and community prob Because the staff has wider experience and more

training, it is expected that staff feel and determine
the bases of problems facing students and the internal

community.

This is

a

skill honed by experience, encour-

aged by reflection.
14

)

Handling of day to day business

.

All staff have

daily responsibility, lesson planning and preparation,

administrative paper work, parents’ letters and conferences, phone calls, letters, and on and on.

The growth

of the school and service to its students requires that

the work be done constantly and conscientiously.

A

cyn-

icism about the paper work helps, but the work must be

cleared for more
15)

is

due tomorrow.

Clear-headed function under stress

Again, staff

.

experience leads to an expectation of constancy when
There is an expectation

anxiety and confusion reign.
that the staff will provide

a

safety hatch when times

grow heavy.
16)

Openness to love and be loved

.

The item is not to

be seen in a romantic maudlin way, rut rather as an

availability to share concern and feeling.
goals are not only academic, but reflect
human needs and human concerns.

a

At Shanti,

range of

Staff must be open and
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caring human beings, committed to
reaching out to others.
The ways in which love is demonstrated
are varied.
Dedication, time expended, competency, warmth,
availability
are all manners of showing love as indeed
is physical

affection.

A

staff person's own style will dictate

a

natural means of expressing feeling and of responding
to
the love shown him/her by students and other staff.
17

^

Meaningful participation in staff, home group lead -

er, and Shanti board meetings

sometimes seems

a

.

The Shanti staff life

myriad of meetings.

Core staff attends

all weekly home group leader meetings for business.

Staff alternates in attendance at biweekly intern devel-

opment meetings, at Shanti board meetings.

Full staff

attends parents' meetings, meetings of adjunct staff, and

monthly and emergency community meetings.

Individual

staff members attend conferences, local Board of Education meetings, as well as meetings in the community at
large

.

By virtue of expertise and experience staff is

expected to take part in meaningful ways in these meetings, to be thoughtful, concrete, sincere, sensitive,

articulate, and generally helpful.
18)

Community resource development

.

Shanti depends

upon the external community for much of its teaching
staff and many of its teaching facilities:

external

staff include the dean of Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-
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tute's Hartford Graduate School of Engineering,
several
United Aircraft machinists, a Rensselaer
Polytechnic

Institute physicist, an official of the Connecticut
State Department of Corrections, an astronomer
from the

Hartford Children's Museum,

a

computer program analyst

from Travelers Insurance Companies, and the mayor of

Hartford.

Facilities used include the Hartford Stage

Company, the University of Hartford's chemistry laboratory, the corner Texaco station, the Hartford Atheneum,
I

the Farmington Valley Artists' Guild studios. City Hall,
the State Capitol, Hartford Skills Center, the offices
of architects Jack Dollard and Associates, the Trinity

College gymnasium, pool and biology laboratory, the

Bradley Field tower, the offices of the Hartford Insurance Group, and the studios of Connecticut Public Tele-

vision.
The Hartford business and industrial community has

been generous in financial support.

The press has con-

sistently lauded our work and given us wide coverage.
Many of these resources are the result of concentrated

effort by the staff at resource development in the

Greater Hartford community.
to be eclectic,

to excite,

If Shanti is to continue
to bring kids to the real

world, then the staff must continually "hustle" the

community, make people aware of our program, our purposes and our needs.

We seldom are refused what we ask.
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This results directly from staff competency

in

resource

:

development, the skills of identifying and
soliciting
those who can best assist us.
Every core staff member
involved in this effort.

is
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^

Contrib ution to overall growth of the school com -

mu_nity

Shanti staff must be generalists, and they must

.

possess wide bases of competence.

Many of the lesser

known skills of our staff have been of great use to our

community.

For example, Nick's bluegrass banjo and pho-

tography have both developed into courses, as has

•

Gregg's skill at wine and beer making and his interest
in laws governing drug control (Gregg is, among other

things,

a

pharmacist).

Geoff's high school brilliance

in Latin studies has made him, to his surprise

able to several students as

,

teacher of Latin.

a

availJ

had experience in the women's movement and conducts

needed group for Shanti women.

Ray is

ist and a former newspaper reporter.

a

has
a

dancer and art-

Gene sings and is

available for periodic concerts and readings.
Shanti has an ability to find use for all of one's

strengths.

The staff is charged with the job of helping

to identify needs in the internal community and calling
on resources, personal and external, to meet those needs.
In some cases staff shares personal growth as a

means of community sharing.

I

have often remarked that

if the students and community have grown anywhere near
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to the degree that the staff has grown,
then our job has

been done well
20)

Supervision of student teachers (interna).

Each

intern attends biweekly meetings which offer support
and

growth experiences as well as data on school function
and teaching role.

Core staff attends these sessions

which the director facilitates.
In addition core staff are responsible to

dual interns, usually on

indivi-

curriculum area basis.

a

The

core staff person is designated as the "cooperating

teacher" by the college.

The staff person is expected

to oversee the professional and personal growth of the

intern while he/she interns at Shanti.

Responsibility

includes conferences, planning, observation, emergency

assistance, and evaluation.
Interns select an "intern buddy" as they move into
Shanti.

The buddy is an intern who has experience at

Shanti and can be

a

resource to the new intern as he/

she begins to learn the structure and process of the

school
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CHAPTER

III

PROJECT PLANNING AND PRE-TESTING
Project Planning
The project was conceived as the Shanti year
ended in

June 1972.

The year was both successful and hectic, and had

left identified several areas suggesting staff development

and improvement.

These areas as

perience were definable.

a

result of last year's ex-

The project sought to specify them

and to provide training opportunities to deal with them.

The project was designed to 1) meet the needs of the

Shanti staff as they pursued the responsibilities, and

2)

be

of some use to a larger population in terms of chronicling

the experience and concluding from it.

negotiated with staff and director.

The priorities were

As we began the identi-

fied priorities were 1) home group leader training,

2)

college

and career counseling information (not techniques), 3) racism,

and 4) the development of

a

Shanti process of sharing with

other alternative schools.
The schedule was planned with and by the staff to meet

these needs.

Staff shared leadership in designing and direct-

ing the component sessions.

Each topic, date, design was

presented to staff for approval and alteration.
The design of the project is as follows:

staff to determine
a

a

1)

Pre-testing

clearer role definition and consequently

clear definition of strengths, failings, and training needs
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(what needs to be done?); 2)

A

program calling for internal

and external strengths to be utilized,
designed to meet the
needs articulated; 3) An evaluation based
on a re-test of the

original priorities and strengths, and an
evaluation of specific training programs and a program in
general; 4) Presentation of the conclusions of the study period.
The director hoped that the training program
would help

move the school forward, give vision and confidence
to the
staff, help staff discover their own strengths, encourage

personal and professional reassessment, and seek to avoid

repetition of the difficult times of the previous year.
emphasis was to move, to pack our initial success in

a

The

bag

and tote it over our shoulder, and begin the great work in

earnest.

The basic competencies and experience were there:

the need was to stretch them, hone them.

The staff had some deep concern and anxiety about effect-

iveness

,

particularly in home group leadership roles.

The

importance of the home group was evident to the staff, but in-

experience and low self-confidence in group leadership skill
created staff apprehension about group leadership function.
The memory of difficult racial conflicts caused anxiety to

some staff and there was some urgency about exploring that

problem

Concern was expressed that volunteer teachers were not
well supervised.

The previous year's program offered no for-

mal supports to volunteer teachers and no formal intern
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training program.

Two strategies were designed to meet
the

needs of volunteer teachers:

1)

Core staff were given speci-

fic experience area responsibilities and
concommitant respon-

sibilities to voluntary staff and interns teaching
within the
area, and 2) Nick Duke designed, tested and published
the

"Cooperating Teachers’ Manual."
established on

a

biweekly basis.

Regular intern meetings were
Staff felt these approaches

would solve the problem and no specific training and supervisory techniques were warranted.
The form used to survey the staff in August 1972 is con-

tained in Appendix

I.

It

seeks to have each of the five re-

spondents rate himself /herself in each area, to rate the
twenty items in terms of importance to staff function, to inventory significant personal strengths and failings as staff

members, and to sample the strengths and failings of Shanti
itself.

The same instrument, with minor alterations for time

difference, was administered in February 1973 at the conclusion of the project.

Assumptions About Staff Training
There are certain assumptions underlying the design.
It

is assumed that the areas

identified as requiring atten-

tion can be changed by some kind of intervention.
of failing cannot be changed readily, if at all

-

Some areas

one’s sex

or color, for example (maybe possible, but not easy).

Such

failings we can deal with only through the process of staff
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recruiting and selection.
helpful

Training would probably not be

.

Another key assumption

is

that staff can best determine

their own needs and initiate procedures to meet these needs.
This is particularly vital in the context of the philosophy
of the school and its emphasis upon choice-making, self-ini-

tiative, and self-reliance.

The process of an individual's

defining his/her needs and reaching for fulfillment of those
needs is paramount in our process of teaching and learning.
The negotiated model, then, in the context of the school,
is consistent.

Consideration was given to using only internal

resources for the design.

This would be inconsistent with the

Shanti philosophy of the utilization of the fullest possible

community resources.
Another obvious consistency with the school’s philosophical position is in the area of competency.

committed to growth and skills development.
primarily on an experiential basis.

The school is
The need is met

The individual identifies

his/her need, develops the resource to meet that need, experiences what he/she must, and evaluates that experience.

process is ordered and self-fulfilling.
and present-oriented.

It

is

The

existential

This is the process of Shanti, of the

growing and developing which transpires there.

The design of

staff training is simply the transfer of that process to
staff training.

Consideration was given to

a

director-oriented and
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director-designed training program.

Again, this would be

inconsistent with our philosophical position.
is

seen as

a

Such

a

design

"cop out," an abdication of the individual’s

responsibility for him/herself.

The responsibility for the

design, planning and implementation is shared.
We are committed to leadership development for all
mem-

bers of our Shanti community.

This leadership grows through

experience, through risk taking.

The staff in developing

its program for training demonstrates leadership and strength-

ens itself.

The process of Shanti depends heavily upon group growth.

The group is the point of reference for the individual.
is his/her milestone, map.

A

It

myriad of personal interactions

and reflections contribute to growth.

The group supports

and sustains growing.

A

the sum of its parts.

Thus, much of the training, particu-

group is, we believe, greater than

larly of home group leaders, is group-oriented and group-actualized.

Thus the individual grows.

The staff is

a

balanced group.

Its viability depends

upon ability to exploit and employ each person’s strengths,
to intervene where possible to strengthen weakness.

The

staff was recruited for its diversity, and complements itself.
This respect for individual difference and strength is

reflected in our commitment to individual growth along selfdefined lines in the context of full staff growth.
The staff’s daily work is to teach, to reach, to relate
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with young people, to help in their growth,
for, although
the individual grows alone and is always alone
responsible
for and to him/herself, the support and strength
of others

can be useful, can mitigate aloneness, can soothe
pain, can

bring clarity, recognition and joy.

This design is the

turning of the skills and resources of the Shanti staff

toward its own growth.
The twenty negotiated items are an attempt on the

staff's part to describe what

a

staff member does at Shanti

in order to help achieve the goals of the school.

They are

functions and were determined to be components aimed at

achieving major objectives.

This is how the job is done,

how staff serves kids and the school.

It

is

further import-

ant for each staff member to determine how he/she functions
in each area,

and what the relative value of each area is

for each member.

We must be cautious in breaking down the

staff function into twenty items not to see those twenty as

discreet functions, but rather as
with

a

a

totality of function and

pervading interdependence.
Roles in the Training Design

The roles of staff members, including the director, must

remain consistent with the philosophy of the school, the normal function of the staff, and the integrity of the individual.

The staff struggles to gain insight and clarity of

function, and define areas where change is desirable.

The
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conclusions find expression and decisions are made,
as at
Shanti

by consensus.

,

This does not preclude but rather en-

courages development of areas of individual growth not deter-

mined by the full staff to have immediacy of import.
The director’s role is to facilitate, clarify, support,

serve as resource.

This role, too, is consistent with daily

function in staff and school relationships.

My effort is

toward strong support and encouragement in the light of my

unwillingness to take the responsibility from any individual
or group for his/her or its growth.

This unwillingness stems

from my conviction that taking such responsibility is

pation of human commitment which focuses more on
power than on the existential reality at hand.

a

a

usur-

will to

The process

and pain of self-determination leads the individual to self-

discovery and, through self-discovery, to
cosmos

a

discovery of the

.

It

is not surprising that

in the January 1973 meeting

of the staff to set priorities for Shanti and staff role,

one of the most serious concerns was "Staff init iat ion/ stu-

dent complacency."

The concern reflects the staff’s aware-

ness that frequent staff initiation deprives students of the

right to choose, to act, to decide, to develop their human
integrity.

It

is

easy, particularly in frustration, to act

rather than to leave the responsibility of action upon the
actor.

Such behavior is counter to the school’s stated

philosophy.

There is an assumed relationship between staff

m
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action and student impotency.

At a recent community meeting

one intern suggested that the school abandon
its governmental

structure in favor of

a

staff-run model.

The proposal, al-

though defeated, received substantial student support.
The tendency of our staff

secure and competent

-

all verbal, high energy,

-

to dominate, to decide for others, to

overpower, is an unresolved issue for staff development.
Implied in this self -directed design is

a

process for staff

to discover more about responsibility for individual action
in themselves and,

it proceeds,

in their students.

director’s role is expected to be

a

The

model of support and

resource, of facilitation and clarification, but not one of
deus ex mach ina intervention.
The multiracial/multicultural composition of the stu-

dent body gives opportunity for Shanti to develop its internal

philosophical commitment to growth through interaction.

We

believe that fear and insecurity are based upon ignorance.
With our microcosmic setting we have reflected the fears and

insecurities of

a

culture whose own life and feelings are

confused, alienated.
Data Collection

The initial questionnaire was distributed in August 1972.

The next was in February 1973, and the project evaluation

forms were in March 1973.

Staff generally took from one to

two weeks in responding, frequently checking with me for
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clarification or to share insights, disagreement
or enthusiasm.
By keeping contact during the process
of the
response,

could gauge the responses in terms of present
irritations

I

ft

influencing longrange thinking.
One unexpected byproduct of the evaluative instrument

was the opportunity it gave staff to speak, to ventilate
to
the director.

I

have been able to make some responses where

warranted and, hopefully, to adjust my own behavior where
was deemed abrasive.

The tests provided

a

I

new opportunity

for such expression.

The instruments themselves gave some structure for staff

it

reflection and, in some sense, were themselves part of the
it

training design, for they encouraged staff to reflect, to
give perspective to experience.

The comparative data is

helpful to staff in designing ongoing plans for growth and

development

.

The interpretation of the data reflects my own awareness
of how it was gathered.

have

a

The immediate shortrange concerns

modulated place in the scheme of the presentation.

Consistently reflected concerns are more strongly presented.
Table

1

and

2

below indicate the relative importance of

staff functions deemed most significant.

Table

3

details the

staff responses by item number and shows mean averages for
each staff member, for each item, and for the staff as

whole

a
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TABLE

1

WEIGHTED STAFF RANKING OF KEY STAFF
RESPONSIBILITIES
AND PERFORMANCE AREAS (AUGUST 1972)
In the twenty. areas listed staff was
asked to rank the importance of each
his/her performance.
The top five rated items
rom each staff response were assigned weighted
values from 1
to 5:
5 represented that item the
staff member saw as most
important, 1 was assigned to the item ranked fifth
in importance.
Using this rating scale, the following results were
noted

m

Weighted
ranking
Item
1

2

.

3

.

(n

=

5)

Number of staff
listing item in
top five items

Academic instruction

15

5

Home group leadership*

14

4

be loved

14

3

12

5

Openness to love and

4

.

Availability to students

5

.

Consistency of performance

9

2

6

.

Clearheaded functioning
under stress

5

2

Two respondents do not have home group leadership responTwo respondents are new staff members who are
sibility.
not experienced in the extent to which group process
affects school function.

Other items appearing in some staff lists
of five top items:
Staff team membership and mutual support
Working well with the director
Individual counseling
Contribution to growth of overall community
The above items appearing only once on a staff priority
rating of top five areas are all drawn from responses of
new staff members, prior to beginning assignments.
Otherwise the top five rating responses of all staff are
perfectly consistent with the six top rated items listed
These data present a strong case for the importabove.
ance of the above listed six areas as key staff respon-

sibilities

.
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TABLE

2

RANKING OF TWENTY PERFORMANCE AREAS IN
DESCENDING ORDER
(n-5)(Scale 1-20, 1 being the highest )( August 1972)
I tern
1

Mean
response

Academic instruction

3.40

2

.

Availability to students

3

.60

3

.

Home group leadership

4

.20

4

.

Openness to love and be loved

6

.00

5.

Consistency of performance

7

.20

6

.

Clearheaded function under stress

8

.00

7

.

Staff team membership and mutual support

8

.

8

.

Accurate diagnosis of student and community problems

8.70

Meaningful participation in staff, home
group leader, and Shanti board meetings

9

9.80

9

.

50

.50

10

.

Working well with the director

11

.

Individual counseling

10.30

12.

Handling of day to day business

10.60

13

Initiator of ideas

10.80

Contribution to overall growth of the
school community

11 .20

15.

Understanding of racial tension

12.00

16

.

Community resource development

12.50

17

.

Supervision and leadership of voluntary
staff

13.80

18.

Planning and evaluation

14.00

19

College and career counseling

14.80

.

20

Supervision of student teachers (interns)

17 .80

.

.

14.
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TABLE

3

STAFF SELF-RATINGS ON TWENTY KEY AREAS
(Scale 1-5, 1 being the highest ) (August 1972)

Numeration refers to the original listing of items by lot,
not to the numeration on the preceding table.
(See Appendix
I, Staff Personal Priorities.)
I

tern

number

Ray

Nick

Gregg

J_

Geoff

Staff
mean

+=> mean
-= <mean

2

2

1

3

" ft

2

.

0*

+

2.

2

2

2

**

2

2

.

0*

+

3

.

2

4

4

ft ft

ft ft

3.3

4.

1

1

3

2

3

2.0

5

.

3

2

4

2

2.5

2.7

6

.

3

2

3

2

2

2.4

7

.

2

2

3

4

2.5

2.7

8

.

3

4

2

5

4

3.6

9

.

1

2

2

10.

1

1

11

.

1

2

12

.

2

3

13

.

2

2

14

.

2

2

15

.

2

3

2

16.

1

2

3

17

.

2

1

18.

2

2

19

2

2

1

.

.

112
112
113
5

4

2

3

3

2

1

2

1

+

8*

.

1.2

+
+

2.4
1

.

8*

+

2.6

1.8

+

2

2

2

.

2*

0

12

3

2

.

2*

0

2

1.6

2

ft*

4

2.5

2

2

2

2.0

2

+

+

TABLE

Ra^

Nick

1

2

*

9

-25

3

-

Continued

Gregg

J

Geoff

Staff
mean

2.5

2.2

2.4

2.26

-These six items were identified as the key staff
responsibility and performance areas. Staff mean in these areas
is

2.0.

““Areas noted not seen as relevant by respondent
Geoff were new staff people).
The first two tables seem self-explanatory.

(J

and

However,

some highlighting is needed to relate the value of Table

3

to

the staff - training project period.
The mean average for the staff suggests

a

reasonably

high level of staff self-confidence as the year begins.

staff mean reflects

a

The

difference of only 0.5 between the

highest self-ranking (Ray at 1.8) and the lowest (Gregg at
2.5).

The full core staff mean is 2.26.

The highest ranked item on the self evaluation inventory

was number 10, ’’working well with the director," where the

mean was 1.2.

This detail tends to support the effectiveness

of the d ir ec t or/ s ta f f relationships as discussed in Chapter
II.

The fact that the item was not considered

a

high

pri-

ority reinforces the presence of low profile leadership already discussed.
The lowest ranked item in terms of staff self-evaluation

was number

8,

"college and career counseling."

This was the

second priority in training negotiation for this staff training project, the nineteenth of twenty in terms of key func-
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ion

t

.

Home group leadership," the first training
priority for
this staff project and second in importance in the
key func-

tion survey, received
the mean (2.26).

a

self-confidence rating (2.0) above

This is probably accounted for by the

staff’s awareness of home group leadership and need to feel
that this vital function is well performed.

Anxiety expressed

about home group leadership function and its top ranking as

a

training priority bring into doubt the validity of the 2.0

performance self-evaluation.
The third ranked training priority, "understanding

racism," was ranked fifteenth in importance and received

a

mean self-evaluation of 2.4, thus below the 2.26 mean.
The fourth item in the training project priority list

was the "mutual sharing with other schools."

It was not

measured since very little has been done in the past year in
this area and, thus, no real data were available.

Personal Staff Inventories, August 1972
Two items on the August 1972 survey sought to identify

areas of staff strength and failing:

What have you dis-

1)

covered that you like about yourself as

a

staff person?

2)

What things have you discovered that you do not like about

yourself as

a

staff person?

3)

What plans do you have to

deal with the problems listed in 2)?
from the responses:

Here are highlights
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Ray

Strengths.:
Desire to relate to students, to join
with students and staff to forge a competent
and
humane program.

Failings
Perhaps too classical and too academic,
too philosophically different from Shanti, sometimes tend to be overly powerful, dominating in
groups
:

.

Plans
Try to relax and gain self-awareness while
attempting to synthesize the new and ideal.
:

Nick

Strengths
Ability to meet needs, to get along
with students, open to criticism and growth, enjoyment of Spanish and photography.
:

Failings
Somewhat inconsistent particularly under stress
need to be more demanding of students;
school can become an all-encompassing life; growth
as a home group leader; tendency to sweep problems
(mine, students’ school’s) under the rug.
:

;

Plans
Major effort toward consistency; more
demand on students in classes; stronger effort to
separate my personal life from life at Shanti.
:

Gregg

Strengths
Like to work with kids; can communicate enthusiasm for math and science; can turn on
unmotivated kids; good under heavy stress; tolerant of ambiguity.
:

Failings
Too much a soft touch; not demanding
enough; have missed some key relationships with
kids and groups which would have made life simpler.
:

Plans
J

:

Tolerate less bullshit; listen better.

Organized nature; tendency to pick up
Strengths
on what others see as trivial; generally trusting)
with good feeling about everybody.
:

Uncertain of basis of racial vitriolic
Failings
outpourings; uncertain of strength to handle high
stress situations in the light of family responsibilities
.

Listen closely and feel openly; live each
Plans:
day as it comes

Geoff

Being close enough to the experience to
Strengths:
know that high school can be horrible; strong aca-
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demic and intellectual interest; can hopefully
convey these interests.

Failings
My background, political beliefs, and
to some extent my own insecurities will
interfere
with relating to some kids.
I too often see some
kids as hippie fuck-offs rather than people with
feelings and interests and needs.
:

Plans

See people as people and try with students
to do what I can to help meet their needs.
:

The two final items in the initial instrument sought to

determine staff feelings regarding the strengths and failings
of the school itself.

The responses are as follows:

Strengths
A sense of trust and community; the
openness of expression and binding love; the natural
dedication of staff and most students to the Shanti
spirit
:

Failings
Physical incompleteness; fragility of
the Shanti governmental structure in the unequal
power which verbal skill gives to some staff and
students
:

Nick

Strengths
Its potential, its commitment to break
away from stupid schooling and helping students to
escape from believing that one ought to be the person one is expected to be; its flexibility and its
ability to roll with the punches and grow.
:

Failings
Fact that Shanti might be making grand
pretensions to be all things to all kinds of kids
The environment
(and all people outside as well).
Demands on
to
learning.
is sometimes not conducive
There
is no
too
great.
are
the few staff people
into the
people
get
to
real college guidance system
''right” place for them.
:

Gregg

Students and staff must confront themStrengths:
selves and others; students can make decisions and
take power even if they don't; I have grown personally, have expanded my own horizons beyond any
limits I might have imagined existed.
THE MESS; kids don't listen; a nagging
Failings:
fear that secondary level is too late to start working with young people in the Shanti manner, that
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many patterns may already have been
locked
little chance for internal reorganization. in:

too

Strengths:
Openness; freedom to live out
having built-in support system when testingfeelings;
self.

Failings
Demands on energy of staff (most selfimposed); lack of concern for physical plant (getting better )
:

.

Geoff

Strengths
The ability for kids to learn to make
their own decisions; the opportunity for kids to be
treated as equals; opportunity for exposure to new
ideas, concepts, people.
:

Failings
Personally, disorganization and chaos
annoy me, but philosophically I don’t have any particular objections; tendency to let staff dominate
discussions and decisions, etcetera.
:

Calendar of Training Events
August

21
4

September

9

September

18 September
2

-

Pre-school staff meeting

-

Staff planning meeting

-

October

6-8 October

Staff meeting:

Training design

Staff meeting:

Final checkout

Home group leaders group life meeting
-

Home group leaders workshop

6

November

-

Home group leaders group life meeting

4

December

-

Home group leaders group life meeting

2

January

-

Staff meeting:

8-10 January

-

Home group leaders workshop

11 January

-

C.L.E.P. Conference

12 January

-

Murray Road Conference

15-17 January

-

Visitations to other schools

17 January

-

Workshop on racism

18 January

-

New England Network meeting

22 January

-

Staff meeting:

College admissions

January

-

Staff meeting:

Priority reassessment

-

All-school conference on racism

25

4-6 February

Priority setting
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CHAPTER

4

THE JOURNAL

The journal is primarily descriptive of what
it is we

did from 21 August 1972 until

February 1973 as part of staff

5

in-service training at Shanti.

is written from my notes

It

and reflections as we proceeded and from memoes and summaries

I

prepared as we went along.

Gregg Sinner wrote the

November home group leaders entry

(I was

che C.L.E.P.

a

conference entry and

6

away); Nick Duke,

reaction to the first home

group leaders workshop; Ray Blanks, the racism workshop; and

Jack Heitner

workshop,

J

,

the reaction to the second home group leaders

Sinner and Geoff Thale did the reaction to the

January priority setting meeting.

One reason

I

have asked

the staff to write these entries is that the reader might

come to know them better first hand.
Our staff, it does seem, manages to attend an apparent

Home group leaders meet weekly with

infinitude of meetings.
full staff attendance.

Staff members meet with parents,

school boards, teachers, professors, and an unending tide of

curious graduate students.

Staff participates in Shanti

board meetings, home group meetings, community meetings, task
force meetings.

They teach, counsel, administrate, develop

resources, and on and on.

Each of these experiences contri-

butes in some specific way to

a

staff member’s growth and

development, for the capstone of growth is experience.

These

m
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many events are not chronicled
herein.
When Ray Blanks read this journal,
he commented that it
did not consider the very valuable
interactions between the
staff and the director, and among staff
members themselves.
Such individual consultation/communication
is ongoing and

compliments the journaled experiences.
This journal seeks to follow the process of
specifically designed training experiences whose purpose
was to pro-

vide focus, data, and confrontation for staff, to
marshall
our own resources and those of our friends for our own
growth
as persons and staff members, to be reflective, supporting

and helpful.
I

In some cases,

I

have deleted references which

deemed too personal for public exposure.

Each staff member

has read and approved the journal.

Staff Attitudes as the Year Begins

Shanti's first year had been largely successful.
own criteria, the year had met expectations.
of concern had been our success and failure as

By our

The only area
a

staff and

community in responding to the needs of Third World students.
In May of the previous year there had been racial conflict

and deep concern.

Yet, Ray Blanks had joined the staff as

assistant director, and there was confidence that Ray could
support our kids and help teach us how better to be effective.
J

Sinner joined the staff as executive assistant to the

director.

Geoff Thale joined us as

a

conscientious objector
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doing alternate service.

returning.
optimism,

There existed
a

Nick Duke, Gregg Sinner and
sense of strength,

a

a

I

were

feeling of

sense that we had learned together
and with the

strength or new staff members could do
In such a frame,

it was

a

still better job.

easier for the staff to be open

about anxieties, areas for improvement and
growth.

In the

self-evaluation contained on the questionnaire, staff,
particularly returning staff, gave itself uniformly high

marks on

items rated as most important.

In this context of hopeful-

ness, the Shanti year and this project begin.

Pre-School Staff Meeting/21 August 1972
In May 1972 the Shanti community agreed to establish a

New Student Integration Task Force.

It

was suggested that

staff should not involve itself with the integration project,
that staff might be asked to serve as resources, not as ini-

tiators.

The task force charged itself with summer activi-

ties and orientation week activities designed to interpret
the school to its new students.

The task force held an August picnic and campout with
success, but, by the end of August, no plans had been made for

orientation week.
of intervention.

The staff met to discuss the possibility
The staff was agreed that the importance

of the week was paramount to

a

successful year, and that an

unplanned first week would be disastrous to new students and
their parents:

this was

a

survival situation.

The staff saw
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the planning of the week in the
vacuum created by the student
task force as a part of the role
of the staff.

The definition of this role led
to further discussion,

relating particularly to staff role
during orientation week,
but, in an extended way, during the
full school
year.

should staff do?
kids?

How much initiative?

What

How much demand on

Are any of these functions appropriate
to Shanti

staff?
An initial collection of items from staff
defining

areas of staff responsibility was taken.
Ox

The whole process

intervention and staff initiation was discussed as an

ongoing problem in staff role definition.
itself as

a

The staff sees

naturally achieving, action-oriented group which

can easily inhibit the

s

process of the students,

elf - init iat ing
a

,

self -actualizing

major goal of the school.

The staff role function was defined according to the

twenty areas of function and responsibility already discussed.

Staff agreed to place before the community the possi-

bility of videotaping orientation week, both as

viewing the community and as

a

feedback on staff performance.

a

means of

method of gaining proximate
The proposal was subsequently

accepted at the first community meeting, held on the initial
day of orientation week.
The staff at this time agreed in principle to take part
in the project itself, to complete questionnaires and to

self-design

a

planned program of training using internal and

f

.
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external resources.

The staff pre-training questionnaire

was distributed on 23 August 1972 and
returned on 28 August
1972
.

S^ a ff Meeting/4 September 1972

The a S enda was primarily

a

nuts and bolts session for

what was to happen in Shanti's first week, particularly
with

regard to new student integration and course planning
for
the first cycle.

Part of the agenda concerned negotiation

of the design for staff training.

After hearing the summary

results of the pre-training questionnaire, the following areas
of staff training needs were identified by the staff and

director
1)

Home group leadership skills

particularly experi-

-

ences in group leadership and group process, development
of home group leader support group.
2)

College and career counseling

information void rather than

a

-

seen mostly as an

need for individual coun-

seling skills
3)

Understanding of racism

-

both personal and as it

relates to Shanti.
4)

Development of processes to create greater sharing

with similar alternate schools so as to assay common

mistakes,

a

concern expressed in Center for New Schools/

UNESCO document "Decision Making in the Alternate
Schools" (Staff had copies for summer reading).
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Planning the Training

Recommendations were gathered and considered.
tion suggested

a

Negotia-

greater immediate need to have group
leader

training, and the schedule was altered
to allow
diate opportunity for that training.

a

more imme-

The designed program intended to utilize
ongoing and
already scheduled in-service training as a base
for learning
in the specifically designed areas of expressed
staff con-

cern.

Additionally, specific training meetings were estab-

lished to meet specific needs.

Leadership in training ses-

sions was shared, offering utilization of staff strength and

expertise.
ate.

Outside consultants were employed where appropri-

Most of the training opportunities were specifically

planned and arranged; some were already scheduled events which
happily fit into our design.
The school's schedule offers special opportunities in

January.

Most students are on projects, many distant from

the city.

The staff is thus able to schedule time for per-

sonal and staff growth and training as well as role design
and community intracurr icular planning.

The month allows for

increased group life and competency training.
Staff Meeting/9 September 1972

On

9

September the core staff met to view the edited

videotapes recorded during orientation week.

The cameras
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were amazing in their ability to
record truth and yet not
interfere with process. John Foss of
Harvard University
with Rico Roman and other Shanti students
recorded nearly
twelve hours of tape.
Taped material included full group
meetings, home group meetings, individual
conferences and

a

full staff meeting.
The staff met with John for

a

five-hour review of the

tapes focusing on staff performance.

Staff saw themselves

relating to the community, home group, individuals, each
other.

Clear from the films was the degree of staff domin-

ance of situations.

staff role:

This led to further discussions about

the need to provide leadership versus the need

to let kids explore and fail.

Some comments from the meeting during viewing:

didn't know

I

even hear me."

talked so much."
"That isn't what

"Am
I

just ignored that kid's question."
alot that
ter,

I

I

don't realize."

"If

I

I

dull!"

everybody's tired."

"Mulcahy, you can

"You can certainly tell

"Look at that cluster of students.

a

Who

"Gregg's vocabu-

function of nervousness."

staff is distracted, many follow."
eye contact."

I

had thought that out bet-

would expect to find that group together?"
lary is out of reach,

"Boy,

really do contribute

would have said it more clearly."

talk your way out of anything."

"You can't

meant at all."
"I

"I

"When the

"There's avoidance of
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Staff Mee ting/18 September 1972
The meeting is primarily
sion.

Where are we?

we get here?

How am

debriefing and checkout ses-

a

Is this where we want
I

doing?

a

Spirits are high, but there

sense that people are tired, already.

tions on training design

-

How did

It was a support session.

Home groups were off and flying.
is

to be?

Further negotia-

priorities still hold

-

"Why don't

we stop talking about this damn training design
and do it?"
But we are doing it.

^ ^a

Home Group Leaders Group Life Meeting/2 October 19 7 2

The home group leaders meet weekly for business.

meeting

is.

the key staff meeting each week.

All staff attend

and home group leaders fishbowl with input all around.
of our home group leaders are core staff

Duke, Gregg Sinner.

Three are external

Heitner, Muriel Welch.
alone, and with

a

-

Their

Three

Ray Blanks, Nick

Justus Beach, Jack

The group felt it should meet monthly

non-business agenda.

There was some concern about leadership.
An external person?

One of the group?

Shared?

It was

Gene?

decided that

Gene could best serve that role, sharing it where appropriate,
and that the group members could deal with personal and group

agendas more easily than if leadership were an issue.
It was a meeting of testing,

confronting, division on

the issue of non-home group leader attendance and searching
;

.
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for techniques in group leadership.

There exists the prob-

lem of leadership style definition among
group members.

There is

a

sense that group leadership is

technical skill,

a

based in sensitivity to what's happening and ability
to
focus, to facilitate.

honing of skills.

Among the old pros,

a

searching for

The home group is a dramatic effort to

apply what we know of how people relate with each other as
the basis of an educational program in

a

importance of this radical application

is

public school.

The

not obscure.

Con-

fidence remains high, but questions are developing.
The group is past the "bag of tricks" solution to group

leadership.

They know that improved skills depend on

greater sense of self,

a

keen ear, and

a

a

confident hand.

There remains, however, some feeling that it is the group
leaders’ job to orchestrate, to dominate, always to set the

agenda.

It

seems to me that the people in the group really

like one another and have great respect for each other’s

strength.
shop:

There is some anxiety about the forthcoming work-

there are some risks in those rolling Connecticut

hills
Home Group Leaders Workshop/6-8 October 1972

Muriel can’t make it.
will be in by early evening.

Jeannie Westcott, our leader,
We had a last minute hassle on

the place and had to change the meeting to Silver Lake Con-

ference Center in Sharon, Connecticut.

Last minute crisis

.
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solved
a

-

oh, Shanti!

The facility is

a

cozy large cabin with

mammoth fireplace, three bedrooms and
porch.

The rain out-

side adds to the feeling of cozy
warmth within.

Food prepar-

ation is well in hand and provisions
stocked and readied by
Ray Blanks, master chef.
And so the beginning.
The initial session is painful

ties
is

-

agenda setting, priori-

there are so many and they don’t come easily.

-

reluctance to test leadership in the group:

first gets shot down.

gests

a

ship and prepare

brought
ence.

a

a

who flies

But the agenda is done.

masterful design:

There

Jeannie sug-

that each group member take leader-

design to lead on the following days.

She

selection of books and resources to use as refer-

Dynamite!
We listed priorities:
1)

To develop and lead toward a greater sense of commu-

nity closeness at Shanti.
2)

To develop our group into a stronger home group

leader support system.
3)

To explore how group leadership at Shanti is so dif-

ferent (Jack's perception).

Are adolescents different?

Are the leadership skills needed different?
a

4)

What makes

good leader at Shanti?

Increasing self-confidence in group leadership at

Shanti
5)

Learning something about myself that

or learning more about what

I

I

didn't know,

do know or feel about

.

.
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myself
Increasing sharing and resources
within the group.
7)
Developing a greater ability to involve
students in
the process of home group.
6)

8)

Developing an "eye and ear" for kids'
needs in the

home group.
Our means for dealing with kids' needs
in the home

group are defined:
1)

Role play of non-r espons i ve loner kids.

2)

Process each session at its conclusion, with parti-

cular emphasis on leadership roles and styles.
3)

Explanation of adolescent/adult inclusion systems:

How do
4)

I

want to be seen?

How close?

How distant?

Shared leadership of group activities with proces-

sing evaluation.

Jack sold McGovern buttons, stickers, umbrellas and
tote bags.
the

I

went to bed early on the porch.

Ray slept by

f ire

Saturday.

Strong energy level.

ship styles and techniques.

Discussion of leader-

Gregg did his exercise,

a

commu-

nication exercise he had adapted in creative form for the
occasion.

We had blank cards and pencils.

complex configuration,

a

He described a

formula for brewing yeast,

I

think.

We could not ask questions, could only depend upon his verbal

explanations.

He then did another construct (LSD, this time)

and we could question him in two-way communication.

We then
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compared our drawings.

Point made!

Nick shows reluctance to lead,
has nothing to do, nothing relevant to do.
Jack used
the hot seat.

front.

hot seat model.

a

Gene volunteered to sit in

Group members could comment, question,
con-

Most discussion was of Gene's leadership,
how he

comes across, what he could do better.

helpful and supportive.

It was

Most members felt the design useful

and directly transferable to home groups.*

facts on this:

a

exercise.

a

(*"Check the

good deal more support and concern for you

was expressed than you let on."

Ray led

for me (Gene)

Ray Blanks)

didactic body movement, dance, rolling about

It brought about

physical release,

exhil ration and excitement.

sense of

a

Ray's leadership is dynamic.

Nick still had problems designing an exercise he felt
he could share and lead.

After much struggle, Nick responded

to a suggestion of Gregg's, secret and written, and posed a

role play problem from his own home group.

It

involving

The problem:

a

loner in

a

group body pyramid.

concerned

group needs one more to complete the living pyramid.

student is reluctant, hostile.

The pressure is on.

degree is group pressure appropriate'; if at all?
was finally convinced to join.

the

The
To what

The member

Feeling about the exercise

was very good.

One of the workshops dealt with the problems of adolescents.

Granted that we agree that adolescents are neat peo-
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pie and should be challenged,
what makes them different?
What should we know that we might
better deal with them?
What is specific about them as they
function in small group

situations?

The following list suggests what we
feel dis-

tinguishes adolescents as people and group
members:
1)

Individual needs are greater than group needs.

2)

Lack of, or weak, interaction; little real exper-

ience.
3)

Lack of longrange vision.

4)

High level of peer pressure.

5)

Inability to define or act upon individual prob-

lems; a lack of self-confidence.
6)

Need for active involvement.

Another early night
Sunday.
was given

a

-

the wearies overcome us.

J.B. did a sketching exercise.

Each member

marker and newsprint, sent off to draw his feel-

ings about the weekend.

Responses were highly personal and

group supporting.

Jeannie did

a

"retreat from isolation" exercise.

of us rolled up separately in unresponsive balls.

three were charged with bringing us out of it

social communicating beings again.
ably easy.
a

setup for

,

Three

The other

making us

The process was remark-

I

was the first to fall out and join in:

a

good back rub.

I

am

In summarizing, the group discovered several valuable

things about itself:

1)

high level of tolerance for any-
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thing, particularly distraction
and chaos, has well -developed
focusing skills; 2) easy openness,
warmth, ability to love
and be loved; 3) very facile
changing of leadership, real
absence of power struggles or insecurities
at leadership

change; 4)

sense of independence in members which
adds to
group strength; and 5) extraordinary
culinary skills.
a

The following is an evaluative reaction
prepared by Nick

Duke for Jeannie Westcott as part of the final
session of the

workshop.

It is used with Nick’s permission.

What I like best:
gastronomic delights. Rest
and recreation.
Opportunity to have been confronted
with myself by the group and to work out, to my satisfaction, the problems I’ve been having.
This was
a learning experience for me about myself.
What I like least:
getting up Sunday morning.
That I am still not fully confident in myself as a
home group leader.
That Jack had to leave for a
time, and that J Sinner wasn’t here.
What I plan to do:
write and think out the experiences rather than let them pass by all too quickly (which I tend to do).
What I liked most about Jeannie:
that she
chose me to help her in exercises.
Her mellow approach with the group. That she never appeared
threatened by any of the other people who themselves
had led groups (I watched this with eagle-eye).
What I liked least about Jeannie:
that she
might not be around and available to us again this
year.
That she was the only woman here.
What I bring back:
a greater confidence in
myself as a leader with potential
The joy of the
support I received, especially from Gregg.
A
greater closeness to everyone present.
Reinforcement of my appreciation for Ray.
.

Home Group Leaders Group Life Meeting/6 November 1972
The following is Gregg’s report on this meeting:
A

home group leaders training session was held
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November
Present were J.B., Jack
Gene and Muriel were absent.
6
daadershi P of the group and established
the
the'agJnda
agenda.
The group felt that the thrust
of the
evening should be toward polishing
leadership skills.
Accordingly, each home group leader led
the group in
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e and received feedback
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the
other memberst of^ l?
the group.
Most of the exercises were nonverbal
and some
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Jack
led
an exercise
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in which? ^locked
eye contact between two members of a
yad was maintained for two minutes or
more.
The
purpose of the exercise was to overcome
self-consciousness about intimate eye contact, and to improve
one's
ability to pick up nonverbal cues.
There was also considerable discussion of Shanti
the therapeutic community, and the extent to which
the director of the school sets the tone of the internal community.
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Home Group Leaders Group Life Meeting/4 December 1972
The session was primarily

a

checkout of home group func-

tioning and concerns of home group leaders.

Each member

evaluated his/her own and each other member's group as to
strengths and weaknesses.

Most of the meeting sought to sup-

port Muriel whose group, which started late, has never begun
to move.

She has several "non-groupie" kids who resent

efforts toward group growth.

The group is too small.

Muriel

feels down, very down.

Several recommendations were offered.

Gene agreed to

scout incoming interns from colleges for potential support
for Muriel's group:

Steve and Maureen from the University

of Massachusetts were considered good possibilities.

Mew

students at Shanti would be encouraged to consider her group,
as would transfer students.

Failing in these tactics, we
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will initiate

home group member loan program
whereby strong
group members from each group
will hold dual membership until
Muriel's group gains its own
strength.
Muriel felt, if not
content, that her concerns are
felt and that home group
leaders are reaching to help her
build the group.
a

The meeting had good and positive
focus, warmth, deep

sensitivity to Muriel's dilemma and an
increased confidence
in Muriel's ability as a group leader:
a case

study in group

problem solving and task solution.
Staff Meeting:

Priority Setting for

Staff January Training/2 January 1973

Armed with

a

large calendar and ample newsprint, the

staff returned from

January.

thing."

a

week's respite to address itself to

Students are scattered countrywide "doing their

Construction is proceeding on the loft which has

poor Geoff heavily burdened.

The rear wall mural is underway.

Clearly the immediacy of need, the constant leaning, the

challenging from students, is not so strong for our staff as
usual in restless Shanti, and so comes our time together, to
learn, grow, and address ourselves to some of our own needs.

January training includes some interns, all core staff,
and home group leaders when they can be on hand.

calls for

a

The plan

weekly staff meeting with emphasis on setting

priorities for ourselves and Shanti, as well as seminar meetings on college admissions and racism.

Dates for the Shanti
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all-school racism conference are set
as early as possible
after our next cycle begins. Two
relevant conferences are
scheduled outside of Shanti. one on the
College-Level Examination Program (C.L.E.P.), and The Murray
Road/National
Alternate Schools Program College Admissions
Conference.
We
are hosting another regional conference,
the Admissions Con-

ference of the New England Network of Public
Secondary
Schools Without Walls.

Visitation days to other alternative

high schools are also scheduled.
A

checkout with the core staff suggests that the origi-

nal priorities, as identified in the staff meeting of

4

Sep-

tember 1972, are still intact, except that home group leader

training is no longer the highest priority due both to the
three day workshop and the implementation of the ongoing

support program.
The other high priority items (college admissions data,

racism, and sharing with other alternate schools) are still
intact.
need:

We add to these, however, another prime training

an expressed need on the part of the staff for greater

focus on what we are, what we're doing, the setting of pri-

orities.

I

suppose it is not surprising that the list of

training needs originally articulated in August did not include this need.

In

January's blustery perspective it makes

sense that focusing and redefining would have high priority.
Note:

It

is,

in a sense, relieving to me in terms of

the project that we did not require a major overhaul of goals
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and priorities for training.

The midpoint checkout indicates

that, with the above noted
addition, the priorities are

essentially the same as those identified

in

September.

The

January listing follows, with ranking
of "a" indicating most
serious, on to "c" indicating least
serious.

Problem

Rating

Communications (information does not get out,
or kids do not hear it)
5

a

Math and language departments weak
Need for more focus to the departments, intradepartmental communications, evaluation,
support

k

Longrange evaluation relating to graduation

a

Lost souls

a

Staff in i t ia t i on/ s t uden t complacency

a

Lack of structure in the arts program;
weak music program

Referred to the
Arts Task Force

Lack of classes in the community

c

Lack of community involvement

b

Student attitudes toward daily responsibility;
lack of community feeling

a

Internal environment

b

Students’ unwillingness to provide their own
transportation

c

Physical education program

b

The staff was invited to respond in writing to those

areas which received "a" ranking and are, therefore, considered to be of primary concern to the growth and/or survival
of Shanti.

Those five items are as follows:
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Staff xnit iat ion/ stud ent
complacency
Lost souls

Longrange evaluation, including
graduation
Home Group Lea ders Workshop/8-10
January 1973
This second home group leader workshop
happens at Col-

ram, Massachusetts,

at a former dude ranch now owned by a

good friend or Shanti.

Ray set up the arrangements and once

again plans his magic in the kitchen.
is under my leadership.

This three day session

My great fear as we begin is that

haven't given sufficient energy to planning.

I

am tired and

I

hassled by the day-to-day stuff, not in the relaxed, confident frame or mind to do the longview thinking

I

should, but

here we go anyway.

Folks start wandering in, there is

place,

a

a

big bright fire-

few bottles of wine, some cheese and bread.

can be here this time, and that's really good.

cheerful, and there is

a

Muriel

Spirits are

"glad to be here" feeling.

The initial agenda session was much easier this time

around.

Lots of shared leadership easily slides around the

Here are the agenda items:

room.
1

)

Personal goals.

2

)

Updating and absorbing Muriel.

.
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Nick's leadership in this group,
the sharpening of
his skills.
3)

4)

Therapeutic versus academic community:

discussion.

a

Another go at the adolescent as person
and group
member
5)

6)

Watch-the-f ire time.

7)

Check on one's own leadership style; to
what extent

do leaders project their own problems
on the group?
8)

Listening and observing skills.

We negotiated for leadership roles in areas in
which

each member felt he/she could give the most.

never really considered at all.

managed to conceive

a

Item 4) was

The agenda was heavy, but we

kind of buffet model, a bit of this and

that for everyone.

Next morning.

problem sharing.

Muriel did

a

session on data sharing,

She used a positive reinforcement model to

build the individual's sense of strength, sense of self.
Each member responded to the challenge:

What's good about me?

What do

I

do well?

We then paired up, and each member of

each dyad spent half the time telling the other what was good

about him/herself.

A

simple design brought out personal data

quickly and accurately.

There was

a

deep sense of sharing.

Muriel was fairly directive, would not allow hedging, no maybes, no gosh gees, no
had

a

I

guesses.

All out front

I

The group

real sense of respect for Muriel's deep sensitivity

and great technical skill.

That put to rest fears that her
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group's troubles reflected incompetency:

not bloody likely!

am including specific composite notes
on the progress

I

of this session.

The goal as specified by Muriel was
to

answer, "Who are you?

What do you do?

From the dyads telling what

lowing

I

What's new and good?"

like about myself came the fol-

:

Jack (from Ray):

New realizations about himself which

he can use to relate better to others.

Ray (from Jack):
a

A

loving beast, giving of himself,

teacher, lover, growing as

Gene (from Nick):

a

scholar.

Great lover of people, laughing on

the outside, sometimes crying on the inside, learning

more and more about himself (painful).
Nick (from Gene):

Growing, cares alot about people,

growth is exciting, good musician, coming alive

through music, shares.
J.B.

(from Gregg):

disagrees, as

a

Can work with people with whom he

teacher takes people where they're at

and accentuates the positive.

Gregg (from J.B.):

Takes learning from the bad, tak-

ing advantage of the good, analytical.

Muriel's leadership was assertive, direct, sensitive.
She is not always clear on objectives, needs to explain,

1

needs to make the group response consistent, is sometimes

preoccupied with notions.
J.B.

led the next group session, listening and observ-
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mg

skills with

a

dash of group dynamics.

group into two parts, core

staff'.

and process observers: Muriel

,

He broke the

Gregg, Ray, Nick and Gene,

Jack and J.B. himself.

J.B.

would summarize notes and share leadership
functions.

Muriel

watched support and strength systems, and Jack
did the most
amazing Tavestock analysis of group power patterns,
put-downs,
facilitations and clarifications. J.B., the old dog,
had

what

I

believed to be

personal agenda item in the design:

a

How well does the core staff talk with each other?

openly?

ferences?

How easily?

Do they scapegoat?

We emerged,

I

feel,

a

How

Are there inter-

strong group with lots of

shared strength, lots of facilitation, people reaching, putting energy into the group.

Gregg emerged as the strong

group member, Ray and Nick shared some put-down dynamics, but
in all we were healthy.

new data.

The design gave us

a

good deal of

The core group then evaluated the listening and

process skills of the observing members.
J.B. took special care to observe deficiencies in lis-

tening.

Despite his intensive efforts, he was forced to re-

port that people were indeed listening, although occasionally

group participants chose not to respond to some stimuli.

Clearly, they had listened throughout the encounter.
Nick took command after lunch with
cent behavior.

a

session on adoles-

He first presented our findings of the 6-8

October workshop, the characteristics of adolescents as persons and as group members:

:
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2)

Individual needs are greater than group
needs.
Lack of, or weak, initiation.

3)

Lack of longrange vision.

4)

High peer pressure.

5)

Inability to define and act on problems.

6)

Active involvement needed.

1)

We were proud of ourselves on rediscovering
what looked

like

a

good start on dealing with kids in home groups.

We

amplified, exemplified, sought ways to provide members with
strengths to deal with the problems.

We added two items to

the list
7)

High confusion level (Gregg).

8)

Unreasonable expectation of adult level of per-

formance:

the all-or-nothing syndrome.

The session was helpful.

Some fire-watching time followed,

and some tramping on the crusted snow.
The personal goals session was an informal chat about

where we felt we were going, what life hopefully holds for
us, how we’re getting there, where Shanti fits into it all.

Everyone seems content to stay on deck for another year, but
the model cannot hold us all for too much longer.

We also

realize that we must scatter our departures in the interest
of continuity at Shanti.

Several times during the workshop^ people suggested and
led facilitating exercises.

They were relevant organic out-

growths of real situations, good models for the effective use
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of exercises as helpful interventions
rather than gimmicks.

The group decided to ask

J

and Geoff if they would be

interested in beginning meeting with us at our
monthly group
life as part of

a

group leadership skills training program.

The plan would call for their apprenticing for the
remainder
of the current year, and taking on responsibility
in the

coming year.

We felt good about the possibility of their

joining us, but the decision is theirs, and
The final session was
shop.

I

led this session.

a

a

difficult one.

home group leader problem workThe design was simple:

each

group leader isolates and lists his greatest problems in home
group leadership, and the group then responds.

Here are the

problems as identified:
Nick:

I

ramble too much, tend to try to be responsi-

ble for everything.
The group is non- init iat i ve

Ray:

-

my fault and

theirs; the lack of cooperative spirit (sometimes).
Too much time is put into junk work such as

Jack:

announcements, testing, cleanup, which doesn't allow
for group building.
The problem is me.

Muriel:

Gregg:

I

get the group too involved in task orien-

tation at the expense of group building, understanding that the first does lead to the second.

J.B.

-

Inability to define the problem; getting

there on time.
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The three days were evaluated by
the group, mostly in

relation to the 6-8 October workshop:

we have a better

realization of our own strengths; the food
was superlative;
this session was less dramatic, harder work;
we missed
Jeannie; Muriel's presence

is of great

importance;

a

regen-

eration of feelings of warmth, greater confidence
building,
a

high trust level

-

and so, we move on.

Note:

Our staff

amazes me always with the strength of their conviction, the
depth of their caring, the magnitude of their skill, what
neat people they are.

Jack Heitner offered this reflection upon his experience at the workshop:
My experience at the second home group leaders
training weekend was of great value in my professional
development. Under Gene Mulcahy's leadership, we participated in a variety of training activities aimed
at increasing our effectiveness as home group leaders.
There is no question in my mind that Gene has a genius
for interpersonal relationships, for setting a tone
that helps others to function well with each other in
many kinds of group situations.
He helps others to
see problems that they are enmeshed or tangled in, in
a clearer light and from the perspective of a larger,
more humane, and more generous vision. This he did on
this occasion as he has many times before, often in
more difficult or trying situations.

On this weekend also, he helped me, and the other
home group leaders to focus on specific problems that
we were having in our groups and to attempt to use
the group of leaders to improve our skills in handling
Each of us led the group in an exerthese problems.
cise of our own choosing or devising to sharpen these
skills and each of us received helpful suggestions from
Gene and others about what to do with our problem
personally sharpened my skills in group
I
areas.
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observation and analysis in terms of group leadership
power, and authority.
Gene led us in other activities which helped us
to diagnose problems at Shanti School from the standpoint of the school as a whole, as well as from the
point of view of our own groups.
We looked at the strengths of the school as well
as its weaknesses.
Both of these activities helped
us to improve our perspective and to perform as the
effective support group we have been for each other
throughout the year.
I
felt that Gene made a special
effort to support me warmly and personally in difficult
problems that I was experiencing with certain students
in my group.
This was only one more illustration of
the sensitive and humanely aware quality of his leadership at Shanti.

Notes on Murray Road Conference
on College Admissions/12 January 1973

(Gene Mulcahy, Director, Shanti)

Emphasis of admissions directors seemed to be the need
for alternative schools to provide solid data on students.
If not grades or rank in class or SAT’s, then what?

responsibility.

Our

SAT’s tend to achieve greater importance

when other ’’hard data" is not available.

Broad willingness to evaluate what is sent.

Students

are NOT admitted on basis of volume of material sent.

Generalized recommendations ("liked by peers, respected
by staff...") are not helpful.

Worcester Polytechnic Institute has

a

self-select

admissions policy.
Bowdoin is considering reinstating SAT’s for alternate

.
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school students only.

"Kids today are more sensitive, more

aware of global and social issues, but are
illiterate."

Emphasis was on personal contact between alternate
school starf and admissions department, and the
need for

building trust relationships.

Workshop on state universities:

Massachusetts

.

U.Mass requires

a

University of

diploma, has 17,000

applicants, has no scheduled interviews.

Student input is

strongly considered, every folder individually evaluated.

Continued follow-up helps, as does

a

personal rela-

tionship.
Some applicants are eliminated for very poor grades or
SAT scores.

Some applicants transfer (1,500 accepted out

of 5,400 applications).

May maintain an economic risk pool,

a

minority risk

pool

Develop credibility, be concise
Workshop on private colleges:
College.

,

be personal

.

Van Halsey, Hampshire

Schools are responsible to show him what its

faculty expects (read critically, write, send papers) and
what skills the kids have.

Be specific and concise.

In-

clude academic efforts and community action.

Decisions are based on

a

firmly supported composite

view of the applicant.
All applications are evaluated individually.
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F-.

^.- En g land Network of Public Secondary Schools-Without-Walls

Meeting at Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut
Hosted by Shanti School/18 January 1973

Resource people

Morning resource people included:

.

Joyce Tamburine, Department of Admissions,
University of Connecticut

Hermann Becker, Director of Admissions,
Eastern Connecticut State College
The Honorable George Athanson,
Mayor of Hartford

Louis Rabineau, Deputy Chancellor of Higher
Education, State of Connecticut

Afternoon resource people included:
Maggie Alston, Member, Hartford Board of
Education
Dolores Podhajski, Department of Admissions,
Central Connecticut State College
George Gaudette Director of Admissions,
Greater Hartford Community College
,

Ron Reader, Department of Admissions,
University of Hartford

Hope Alswang, Director of Admissions,
Goddard College

Morning session

.

After coffee and doughnuts, Network

discussion began with acceptance in principle of the previous
meeting’s minutes, support of the need to share data, resources, successful experiences, not to reinvent the wheel.

There is some question as to whether we need to be an
be on
accrediting agent since collegiate admissions tend to
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the basis of individual applicant assessment
on the founda-

tion of the established credibility of individual
schools.

Further meetings are in order on specific topics of
defined
need.

process for decision-making should be articulated.

A

No specific recommendations were made.

Mayor Athanson arrived with verve on the scene.

He

discussed his view of alternate education as the necessary
impetus to jar young people into consciousness.

That aware-

ness will end tolerance for the evils perpetrated in the
name of the citizen.

The key issue in America is the pover-

ty and suffering of her people.

Our unwillingness to

address these issues is reflected in our cities, our nation,
our foreign policy.

Schools must address these issues.

Teach young people to be particular, to think critically.
The world does not exist only in

elite community.
Dr.

a

closed, intellectually

Discover it.
Colleges have been less ready

Louis Rabineau:

than schools-without-walls to address themselves to education, both affective and intellectual.

The lower one goes

in grade level in the education system, the more innovative

the education becomes.

Some colleges are beginning

alternate degree programs.

Pressure is great on admissions

offices to devise alternate means of evaluation and admission.

Make contacts with admissions people, get acquainted.

Show what's special about the candidate.

In time you can

use the academic record of your graduates in the specific
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college as

a

selling point.

Joyce Tamburine:

University of Connecticut

is

accepting

schools-without- walls graduates and watching their
progress
with concern.
Not all students should be encouraged
toward college.

Schools should explore

a

variety of alter-

natives for graduates.
Two areas of input are vital:
1)

What specifically recommends this student?

What

are his/her strengths and weaknesses?
2)

How will this student function in

a

competitive

collegiate environment?
In discussion, the following concerns were expressed:
1)

What is common about schools- without-walls kids?

2)

To what degree are we therapeutic (affective

growth), and to what degree academic?
3)

Are we doing adequate skills preparation?

4)

Have we reacted too strongly against the traditional

public schools

(

throwing-out- the-baby-with- the-bath-

water syndrome)?
5)

Does the ability of

own education in
a

a

a

student to direct his/her

less formal structure transfer to

structured college or work situation?

Luncheon

.

Afternoon session

.

The substance of input from colleges

suggests that we best serve our students by developing literacy skills as well as personal and social sensitivities.
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All admissions counselors agreed that
the individual school,
In addition:

a

a

trust-building,

close liaison with
is most

important.

evaluation should be concise, specific, give

clear evaluation ("reading tens of thousands of
applications

a

per year, our B.S. detection equipment is finely
honed"); if
a

first application,

a

profile of the school is helpful ("no

context can mean no admission"); whatever evaluation the
school uses should be shared and explained; SAT scores can

weigh more heavily for alternate school kids’ admission.

Community Colleges (represented by Greater Hartford
Community College):

They seek to be and usually are open

admission institutions.
good.

Their record of transferability is

They vary widely in terms of programs, staff, philo-

sophy and student body.
State Colleges (represented by Central Connecticut

State College and Eastern Connecticut State College):

They

accept less than half of their applicants; tend to look at
SAT’s but are receptive to special strengths; are interested
in minority applicants and anxious to offer real supports to

them, such as compensatory education and counseling.

State Universities (represented by University of

Connecticut):

They accept top fifteen percent of high

school graduating classes; admissions are up.

Applications

are handled individually and evaluated with care.

They are

seeking data on how alternate school kids now admitted will
fare.

They will consider applications sent, and seek to
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make

a

just individual decision.

Personal contact with the

school is important.

Private Colleges (represented by University of Hartford):
They are anxious to admit conscientious, literate
students.

Actively solicit alternate school kids; have made large

scholarship awards to alternate school students.
sider each application with care.

Will con-

The University is

building its base of educational alternatives, furthering
its commitment to alternative means of teaching and learning.

Private Colleges (represented by Goddard College):
Goddard, like W.P.I. at Murray Road conference, has

system of admissions.
vidually.

unique

Each application is considered indi-

Students respond to "searching" questions, solicit

recommendations.

Data is evaluated by admissions people and

Goddard students.

A

and an interview.

Decisions are made within

view.

a

several-day visit to campus is required

SAT's are not requested.

a

week of inter-

Alternate school graduates

are preferred.

Summary

.

It

is

vital for alternate schools and their

students to have DATA.
feasible?

What options are there?

What does the college do?

does it seek?

Which are

What kind of student

What qualifications does it value?

What

data can the school provide to facilitate the best decision
for both student and college?

resources, and trust-building.

It takes a lot of experience,
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No t_ e s from the College Level Examination
Program Conference

^

University of Hartford /11 January 1973

The following are conference notes written by
Nick
Duke:

Ray and

I

attended this small conference at the

University of Hartford which virtually amounted to an outpouring of in x orma t ion (already contained in the handbook
we were given) by the C.E.E.B. officers to

twenty-five uptight guidance counselors.
about C.L.E.P.

a

group of about

The information

(College Level Examination Program) is

a

useful tool, the conference was not.
The Program basically gives people

a

chance to show

that they have the equivalent of some college education even
if they never went to college.

The implications for Shanti

are that we may have students who are advanced enough in

certain course areas that they might bypass
college course should the result of

a

a

C.L.E.P.

acceptable to the college or university.

Freshman
test be

Shanti students

get credit for learning wherever it exists, regardless of

how it is acquired, and C.L.E.P.

is

designed to serve stu-

dents in transition from high school to college.
It

seems that the C.L.E.P. Examinations as well as the

C.E.E.B. Advance Placement tests are useful tools for us to

know about for Shanti students.

Probably the number of kids

to take advantage of these will be rather small.
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Finally,

I

found the C.E.E.B. officer or representative

to be a pompous fool who enjoyed hearing
himself talk more

than hearing the concerns of the conference
participants.

I

wonder if he is representative of C.E.E.B. people.
Staff Visitations to Other Alternate Schools
15-17 January 1973

The planned visitations were postponed to allow later

student involvement.

Staff also felt pressed for time and

needed opportunity for planning and developing the coming
cycle, for supervising students on January project.

have been scheduled to:

Trips

Providence Alternate Learning

Project, Norwalk Free School, The UnSchool, Home Base School,
The Worcester Alternative School, and The School in the

Community.

The visitation program will involve staff and

students and function through May.
Staff Workshop on Racism/17 January 1973
The session was held under Ray’s direction in my living
room.

Ray felt comfort and informality were vital.

He began

by asking each person, including himself, to offer a specific

example of personal racism.

He related these to Shar.ti, the

needs of our Third World kids, and specific instances of

cross-racial fear, misunderstanding and misinterpretation.
He commented on expressed anxieties.

The session used

the personal, the concrete, to assist stafi in raising

.

.
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consciousness on racism and in activating some
specific plans
for staff leadership in combating racism at
Shanti.
We outlined the forthcoming All-School Racism
Seminar

and designed
staff.

low profile observer-participant role for

a

Ray will provide consulting staff for group leader-

ship roles
have herein transcribed notes from the meeting:

I

Racism

How

:

Gregg:

I

practice it

Walking home from school the other day,

was followed by

a

group of young black males.

I

I

got

uptight
Nick:

Quickness with Chuckie

answering for him in-

-

stead of letting him answer for himself.
Ray:

A

ball
I

a

girl he was with

-

a

good chance didn't

'Just like a white man,'

thought.
In the women's course,

J:

Geoff:
I

friend of mine who had

there are no black women.

My expectations of black kids are less.

I

feel

need to explain to them over and over again, and it's

based on my own guilt.
Black kids don't like to be teachers all the

Gene:

time
I

-

to have to explain to white kids to be different.

expect them to take that teaching role and it's an

obligation that should not be placed upon them.
Ray:

Racism is the unknown factor of paternalism,

cultural appraisal, the sex myth, inexperience of folks

"
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black and white, fear of the
unknown, no longer using
reason.
Racism was caused by white people.
They
brought blacks here and held themselves
as superior
people.

All men have prejudices.

tutionalization of prejudice.

It

’Ism'
is

not unreasonable

to relate to those people whom we like:

favor white intellectuals,

I

suppose.

the insti-

-

most of us
We expect white

kids to be more sensitive than they can be.
In language, the needs are to express, not to use white,

intellectual forms.

For blacks, this is English as

a

second

language.

Do the black kids want to learn white intellectual

language?

Kids must feel strongly that their own mode of

expression has power and value.

It’s a problem of deciding

in your head what you want to be, but the problem is in

your gut.

Anything can be intellectually realized.

We know

too much but what do we feel, what do you feel?

The unknown factor is

a

danger

-

the black must not

adopt so much of "them" as to lose "me."

Does Shanti dis-

illusion itself because staff is so homogeneous?
about academic expectations?

Don't blacks have skills other

than intellectual, head skills?

black kids as dumber.
gods.

What

Staff slides into teaching

Teachers make themselves paternal

"You can deal with George Wallace but not with Pat

Moy nihan

.

Problems created by economics are not problems created
by blacks.

All opportunities should be equal

-

should
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function so as they are equally available.

Communications

breakdowns create charges of racism.
Shanti's format
black kids.

is

so new,

so different,

confuses

Shanti assumes basic equipment to function in

the Shanti thing.

Many folks don't have those basic tools

to negotiate at all.

The result is the inability to take

risks necessary for growth.

vidually defined.

But those risks must be indi-

Power dynamics are culturally learned.

Poor people don't know how to seize power.
not want what we (white) want.

assumptions.

it

There is

a

Black kids may

need to check out

Human response is the issue.

Some discussion followed about needs of women at Shanti
and whether the needs of women should become co-partner in
the coming seminar on racism.

staff oppresses some women.

The male orientation of the

Problems of women in

a

male-

dominated institution seemed so serious and so germaine to
our concern that

a

future conference on women and their needs

at Shanti has been scheduled.

Both the importance of the

women's problems session and the differences between the
issue of women and the issue of race at Shanti seemed suf-

ficiently great that the areas ought to be separated.
Staff Meeting:

Priority Setting/25 January 1973

The final January staff meeting dealt with seeking

solutions to the problems identified earlier in the month.
Some specific recommendations were made:

some action was

.
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taken.

Other problems seemed more long-range;
for them,
directions were established.
Some of the problems - our lost
souls, for example, we seem always to have with
us.

included here
Thale

I

have

Sinner's responses to the items and Geoff

J.

appreciation of the January Priority Setting

s

Meetings.

Memorandum from

J.

Sinn er

Response to Shanti Problems/Priorities Listing

Re:

Lack of community feeling/attitude toward daily

1)

responsibilities and shit work
such

a

lack.

Maybe true that there is

.

If so, possibly explained by Judy early on

this year in terms of "...the fight for survival has been

won."

I

don't believe we are licking wounds, and believe

that fight has NOT been truly won.

there is

a

It

is constant.

Think

feeling of community on some important levels

(with all due respect to Eternal Involvement).

students taking tremendous risks vis

a

see our

I

vis openness, each

with the other, many with staff, and don't tell me that
ain't community.

strong support, or they wouldn't allow such nakedness.

a
2

They have to be feeling some semblance of

)

Communications:

kids don't hear it

.

Information does not get out, or the
Of course

-

always and ever

-

perhaps

How about

a

stab at

THE persistent problem of personkind.
a

physical solution?

Bulletin boards, possibly three, in

sequence of emergency /immediate/serious kinds of priority,

positioned in front area, painted flaming hallucinatory
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colors

"° 8t Seri ° US t0 be

empty

filled only „ lth

,

notice of emergency community
meetings or things of like
import
to third with such as
task force notices and
minutes (regularly updated).
main board to stay as source of
information which would in general
remain constant through
school year (there is SOME such).
3)

St*

ff initiation/student complacency

.

Having trouble

with this one.

Curriculum should come out of expressed

desire, right?

But there is the law thing

that we should

-

not be sued for "turning out" a
non-reader, non-writer,

non-adder-subtracter.
seeing

And there is the model thing, of

thinking adult truly excited about

a

a

subject area.

Here the contagion factor can occur and be valid:

become very excited about pursuing what they see
excited about.
P r'^ a ^:e or

“

So--staff initiation is cool.

a

teacher

If inappro-

off-base, the kids will let you know

step backward.

kids can

-

and you

But for chrissake, we are here to pro-

vide something more than just being here.
4

)

Lost souls

.

Home group problem

you leaders grapple

-

with it.
5)

Longrange evaluation, including graduation

.

If Jencks

is right and the educational model is unimportant in compar-

ison with the constant inundation on

a

kid of the home, then

it doesn’t matter a tinker's damn whether it's done our way

or Newington High's way.

But,

I

don't believe it is unim-

portant, and believe that if we can allow development of

a
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greater sense of "I am me, and know
me, and still like me,"
then it is worth the travail.
So it seems a longrange
instrument must plunge delicately covertly)
into feelings
of self-worth, not an auld lang syne
about
(

,

the days in the

railroad station.

For the now, some objective tests (you

should pardon the words) might give us
kids’

skills.

I

a

better handle on

am thinking of "discovering" kids who

couldn't do simple math, or were reading ten grades
behind
age level.

Thale

s

comment

.

We held three meetings in January

that concentrated on "school problems."

meetings began with

a

The first of these

very general discussion about the

purposes and ef rectiveness of education, then moved (whether
under its own internal direction or by virtue of Gene's

leadership,

I

don't know) to

cern perceived by the staff.

a

discussion of areas of conThe areas were listed, then

rated in order of importance, and staff were invited to

respond to the five top priority problems for our next meeting.

That second meeting never quite got off the ground.

The absence of some staff people, and the presence of new
and uninformed interns, precluded

a

full discussion.

What

discussion there was centered around the communications
problem.

(Ultimately one of the interns took on the respon-

sibility of reorganizing the school's bulletin boards.)
The third meeting centered around an analysis of the problem
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of "lack of community feeling."

A

lengthy discussion ensued,

but no conclusions were finally reached.

The January meetings were very useful
in defining problem
areas, and in agreeing on priorities.
Both core staff and

interns were involved, and the meetings,
particularly the
first one, were very productive in strengthening
a sense of
the staff as a group.

(That we reached mutual agreement about

priorities was an important step, particularly for new staff
people and for interns.)

With many of our top priority

problems, we may have been able to do no more than define and
discuss them (lost souls, for example).
At the same time, we could have addressed ourselves more

fully than we did to the problems we had listed.

over the notes
J

I

have,

I

In reading

re-discovered the responses that

Sinner had prepared for the meetings, and was struck by

the applicability of much of what she had to say.

In January

we didn’t discuss J’s responses (or those prepared by Terry,

one of our interns).

My feeling now is that we should have

done so, and that we could have moved from

a

clearer defini-

tion of our problems to more specific programs to respond to

those problems.

The meetings were useful for problem-

definition; they didn’t deal much with problem-resolution or
implementation.
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S

taff College Admissions Trainin
g Session/22 January iq 7a

Consultants at the session included:
Brad Noel, Guidance Counselor,
Weaver
High School

Miles Hubbard, Guidance Counselor,
Bloomfield High School

Johnny Floyd, Director of Admissions,
Central Connecticut State College
Dick Schaeffer, Dean, Dartmouth College

The program again focused upon college
admissions for
Shanti students. The results of the evening's
deliberations

paralleled the two excerpts already issued under the
New
England Network Meeting and The Murray Road Conference.

All

six core staff members attended the meeting at the
home of
Mr.

and Mrs. Joel Aronie, Hartford industrialists and friends

of Shanti.

Key issues were establishing personal relation-

ships with colleges, writing credible recommendations, and
the ultimate success of graduates in the college.

Conference on Racism/4-6 February 1973
The following is

a

description of the school racism

survival written by the coordinator of that experience,
Ray Blanks:

Racism exists in all Americans and in all institutions.
And even in the brave, new world of Shanti, racism survives
and

affects.

And courageously and wisely, we accepted that

reality and felt compelled to deal with the matter through
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a

variety of means available to us.

Otto Kerner maintains that three
forms of racism exist
in America.
The first he labels as those people
who had no
association with minorities.
He suggests that the second
condition affects those who interact with
minorities
but

maintain attitudes of superiority.

The final category he

characterizes as those who preserve their prejudice.

It

was evident to our staff that each form of racism
dwelled
in our midst.
We felt it was imperative and useful to examine the

impact and application of racism mainly to benefit our white

students

,

core staff and interns and to further provide

a

richly affective experience.
We agreed on the first day of an all-school conference
to an operational definition of racism.

We adapted the

notion that racism is an activity of power and action,
either personal or public which disrespects and/or disregards

person’s rights of self-determination primarily

a

because of one’s color or creed.

But we realized that this

sensitive area required help beyond our staff's resources.
We gathered experts of various influences to assist our

efforts

.

On the first day of the conference, Dr. David Hanlon,

Professor of Bio-Chemistry at Dartmouth College Medical
School, talked about the scientific basis of color.

Later

during the day, three group moderators led small group
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discussions using Hanlon's remarks
as

a

backdrop and focusing

on the existence of racism as
practiced by students and staff
at Shanti.
The three moderators were Ms.
Loralee Huston,

Director of Education, Urban League of
Greater Hartford; Ms.
Carrie Perry, private consultant on
inter-racial

affairs and

minorities; and Mr. William Searle, an
administrator of the
State Community Colleges.
First day conclusion:
We began
and made some impact.

That's progress and where racism is

concerned, every bit helps to destroy it.
On the second day, consultants from Education

Instruccion,
ran

a

multicultural, multiracial consultants firm,

workshop for the community.

a

They presented

a

movie

which depicted the inhuman effects of racism and its subtle
application.

Later, discussion was advanced.

Again, another

measure of success, another nail in racism’s coffin.
1

he final aspect of the two day conference was cancel-

led because of weather.

A

ghetto walking tour had been

planned to assist our students in understanding Tom Wicher's
keen perception, "What white America must never forget
that the condition

white Americans."

is

of racism was created and maintained by

Realizing the existence of racism, even

in our midst, we accepted its negative impact and sought to

do the first order of combat--to deal with it openly and

up front.
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CHAPTER

5

EVALUATION
In evaluating the data when the
sample is small, in our

case n

=

5,

it

is not very helpful to use standard
statis-

tical variants.
used here and

m

have designed the rough statistical model

I

Chapter

3

to try to meet our specific need.

Only the broadest variants can be determined to have
signi-

ficance

.

Post training data

-

the twenty items

When the twenty

.

negotiated items of key staff function were represented in
February, most priorities had remained unchanged.

The three

tables following are the results of this second testing.

They may be compared with tables of corresponding number on
pages 42, 43, 44, and 45 to determine areas of change.

After presentation of the tables,
their meaning as

important function.
a

shall discuss and analyze

interpret them.

I

Table 1A again reflects

member received

I

a

weighted designation of most

The first listed item for each staff

weight of

5,

the second, a weight of 4,

and so on to the fifth-ranked item.

Table 2A lists the full twenty-items determined on
scale of

1

to 20,

1

being the highest.

Table 3A concerns

staff self-ratings on the twenty items on
5,

1

being the highest.

a

a

scale of

1

to
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table ia

WEIGHTED STAFF RANKING OF KEY STAFF
RESPONSIBILITIES
AND PERFORMANCE AREAS
(February 1973)
(first rank weight

5,

second rank weight 4, etc.)

Item

Weighted
ranking
(

n

~

5

)

Number of staff
listing .item in
top five i terns

1.

Home Group Leadership'*'"

16

4

2.

Availability to students

14

4

3.

Openness to love and
be loved

14

3

4.

Academic Instruction

7

2

5.

Individual Counseling

6

2

6.

Consistency of Performance

4

2

7.

Clearheaded functioning
under stress

4

1

Two respondents do not have home groups leadership
responsibility.

Other items appearing on lists

:

Accurate diagnosis of student and community problems
Contribution to overall growth of school community
Planning and evaluating
Handling of day to day business
Working well with the director
Supervision of student teacher (intern)

6
2
86
028
06
2

)

52
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TABLE 2A

RANKING OF TWENTY PERFORMANCE AREAS
IN DESCENDING ORDER
( n- 5 ) ( Scale
1-20, 1 being the highest) (February
1973)
Original
Ranking
(August 1972)
+

Item
1.
2.
3

4

.

.

5.
6

.

7

.

8

9

.

.

Rating

/-

Availability to students

3.2

Home group leadership

3.4

Openness to love and be loved

5

.

+

Consistency of performance

6

.

+ 1.0

Individual counseling

6

.

+3

Academic instruction

8.4

-5.0

Contribution to overall growth of
the school community

8.4

+

2.8

Clearheaded function under stress

8

.

-

.

6

Staff team membership (mutual
support etc

9

.

-

.

5

,

.

.4

+

0

4

.

.

Accurate diagnosis of school and
community problems

12.2

-3.5

Handling of day-to-day business

11

-

Working well with the director

11.2

-2.4

Understanding of racial tensions

12.4

-

Meaningful participation in staff,
home group leader, and board
meetings

12.4

-2.9

15.

Planning and evaluation

12

.

+ 1.2

16

.

Initiator of ideas

14

.

+3

17

.

Community resource development

14.4

18

.

10

.

11.
12.'

13

.

14.

19

.

20.

.

Supervision and leadership of
volunteer staff
Supervision of student teachers
College and career counseling

.

.9

.4

.

2

-1.0

15.0

-1

15

.

+

17

.

-2.4

.

2.2

5

5

5
60
2
2
8
0
5

5
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TABLE 3A

l

STAFF SELF-RATINGS ON TWENTY
KEY AREAS
cale 1-5, 1 being the highest
)( February 1973)

nor^h^th/
t
I.

Staff pe r

Ray

1.

2

3

.

.

4.

^

1 5
'

1° the ° ri S inal listing of items by lot,
n
t
PreCedinE
(
e Appe " di *
ni?i e3:,

”

“;rio

+ /-

Item
numb er

2

6

Nick
2

2

2

3

2

3

2

Gregg
1
2

3

2

J

**
2

Geoff
*4

Staff
mean

+ /-

2.14 August
norm 1972

2

.

-

-

.

6

3

2

.

-

-

.

5

3

2.8

-

+

.

5

2

2

2

.

-

-

.

2

.

**

5.

3

3

2

3

3

2.8

-

- .1

6

4

1

1

2

2

2.0

+

-

.

4

1

2

3

2.0

+

+

.

7

•

6

7
8

.

.

.

2

2

2

4

2

4

3

3

.

-

+

9

.

3

2

2

2

2

2

.

-

- .4

10

.

1

1

1

1

2

1

.

+

0

11.

1

2

2

2

.

1.9

+

12.

2

3

1

1

2

1

.

+

13

.

2

2

2

3

2 ..5

2

.

-

+

.

1

14.

3

2

1

1

3

2

.

+

-

.

2

15

.

2

.

2

2

3

2

.

-

-

.

3

16.

3

2

3

2

2

2.4

-

-

.2

17

.

3

.

1

2

2

2.1

t

-

.

18

3

3

2

it it

3

2.6

-

.

- .1

2

2

2

+

.

5

0

5

0

5

5
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IABLE 3A

1

Continued

1 ein

number
19

20

Ra y

Nick

2

.

2

3

.

2.4

•

-

2

CN

Gregg

J

Geoff

1

2

2

1.8

+

2

-

2

CM

+ /2 . 14

Staff
mean

1.6

it is

2

.

3

2

+/-

August
norm 1972

.

.

+

.

2

+

.

5

2.14

.

"Geoff and J do not have home group leadership
responsibility.
Ray, Nick and Gregg remain unchanged from August
to September
in ^" eir h° me group leadership self-evaluation
(1.8).
Areas not seen relevant by J to her staff role.

j.

Significant data in Table 1A (February 1973)
1A in a relative comparison with Table

1

Table

.

(August 1972, page

42) offers one dramatic difference:

the value assigned to

staff role in academic instruction.

The weighted value fell

from 15 to 7, from five responses to two.

suggest

,

The reason,

I

is that the staff has discovered a greater differ-

ence in the expectation of alternative school staff perform-

ance from role expectation in the traditional school.

Traditional schools compartmentalize function:
teaches.

the teacher

Alternative schools broaden functions:

person functions in many ways, on many levels,

is

a

staff

supervisor,

counselor, recruiter, etcetera.
The dramatic change in this rating from first place on
the priority list in August to fourth in February suggests

.
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that staff still see the academic
role as

a

vital one,

a

key

area, but leadership, availability
and openness are more
vital.
The philosophy of Shanti states
this and, during the

training period, the staff discovered

it

in themselves.

The value accorded home group
leadership increased
slightly, although two staff members do
not have that respon-

sibility.

This item then placed as the first
priority.

Again, the staff grew in recognition of the
difference in

Shanti, the value of the exercise of the existential
dynamic
Few teachers in traditional schools would see their
home

room duties as the key function in their staff service, but
the givens are different, the priorities and philosophy

vary
The change in priorities is accounted for by the training done under this training project and the consequent

improvement of skills and confidence and, indeed, process

within the home group.

When the training project was begun,

viable home groups were

a

were

a

vision; when it was done, they

reality.

The other dramatic change was the inclusion of indi-

vidual counseling on the list.

It also increased in value

on Table 2A

a

.

This follows from

sense on the staff’s part

that their role of counseling individual students parallels

their role as teacher.

This training project brought some

information and individual human relations skills to staff.
The staff members have used these skills and grown through

.

.

I
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them
The variance of other items on the
list--availability
to students, up slightly; consistency of
performance and

clearheaded functioning under stress, down slightly;
and
openness to love and be loved, unchanged-seem to me,
more
a

recommitment to their importance than

ation.

a

significant vari-

This suggests stability of purpose and philosophy on

the part of our staff, and ongoing dedication to those areas.

Generally, the range of responses was wide, suggesting
a

sense of independence of priority with agreement on main

functions

Significant data in Table 2A
selected

a

.

Arbitrarily

I

have

statistical variance of 2.5 change in the rankings

from August to February as sufficiently significant to

warrant comment.

The two exceptions are the +2.2 increase

in the supervision of interns

item, which reflects Nick

Duke's developing interest and competency in that area, and

college and career counseling (-2.4) which reflects the
staff view that such skills are seldom employed but anxiety
about inability to employ them is somewhat lower.
Again, the dramatic change is the -5.0 decrease in the

value of academic instruction as

a

priority.

sidered this under my analysis of Table 1A

.

I

have con-

Next in sig-

nificant change is the +3.5 rise of individual counseling

discussed earlier.
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The -3.5 decrease of accurate
diagnosis of school and
community problems, the -3.2 of
initiator of ideas, and
the -2.9 of meaningful participation
in staff, home group
leader and board meetings, may be
considered together.
These decreases reflect some retreat
from staff dominance of
the community and its affairs.
The staff here shows its
efforts to seek a lower profile, to
encourage student responsibility.
Those three items are staff involvement
items
favoring high profile, dynamic action, depletion
of oppor-

tunity for student initiative.

The staff in several

training sessions and in the staff priority setting
workshops
has espressed the need to dominate less.

areas we see
ment.

a

Here in specific

staff design to lower the profile of involve-

The decreases also reflect the change from community

governance (1972) to task force/community governance.

This

allows the staff lower profile, less "out front" action in

decision-making processes.
On the other hand, the +2.8 increase of overall con-

tribution to growth of the Shanti community suggests the
increase in the area of commitment to the principles of
Shanti within the possible context of
profile.

a

less dominant lower

The staff can contribute more meaningfully then,

by initiating less and encouraging greater student initiative,

greater student leadership development.
The lack of significant change in the racial tension
items (-0.4) reflects my belief that concern for racial
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tension bears great relationship
to the present status of
issue at the school.
At no time during the
1972-1973
Shanti year have serious racial
problems been evident.
I
am unable to determine the
relationship of the training to
the relaxed nature of racial
tension.
A May weekend on
"togetherness" is planned to explore
community feeling and
its relation, if any, to racial
concerns.

Significant data in Table 3A

.

I

again propose an arbi-

trary statistical variant in evaluating Table
3A

.

A

signi-

ficant statistic will be considered +0.5.
The two strongest gains in staff self-rating
are

individual counseling (+0.7) and college and career counseling (+0.6).

The rise in these areas follows from a clear

understanding of the opportunities in the model, greater
internalized awareness of the philosophy, increased self-

confidence in group and individual relationships.

The

increase noted in college and career counseling relates to
the above and to the fact that much greater information was

provided through the training design.
on this item dropped, due,

I

Although the priority

feel, to the infrequency of the

skill's need, the competency rating increased significantly.
The variation of the home group leader competency

rating is not significant because it
and Geoff's responses.

is

influenced by J’s

They are not home group leaders,

but entered training during the project.

The comparison
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does not show significant
deviation when only home group
leaders' responses are considered.
The responses here are
the same each time, reflecting
a 1.6 on
the

1

to

5

scale.

The item began high and remained
so.

The reason for the fall in the
academic instruction
rating relates again to J’s and Geoff's
responses.
Neither
had engaged in any significant academic
instruction before
August.

J

did not respond in August; Geoff projected

a

higher level of competency than he felt he had
achieved.
For other staff the mean remained at 2.0 with all
rendering
a

2.0 response.

In Geoff's case,

would note, his dis-

I

couragement is more based upon his projection of breadth
(

I

can teach anything needing teaching") than his competency

or preparation as

teacher.

a

Had he not set out to teach in

several areas where he was not prepared, he would,
value his teaching skill more.

I

believe,

do.)

(I

Both supervisory items, interns and voluntary teachers,

received

a

+0.5 rating.

The reason for this is that

I

have

come to share more of that responsibility with staff than
I

did

a

year ago.

I

had felt that

ity in such areas, but

I

apprehension and staff

is

and competencies.

interest.

I

believe

I

I

had primary responsibil-

have corrected that mis-

responding by increasing skills

am particularly encouraging Nick's

The only relationship of the gains to the

training project might be the close interaction of staff
and interns in some of the training experiences.
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Meaningful participation in staff,
home group leader
and board meetings lost 0.5.
This is further evidence of
staff effort toward a lower profile,
a greater effort toward
student initiation.
The final significant change is the
+0.5 in the understanding of racial tension area.
I consider this a direct

response to the training.
ground here (1 to 2.5).

Interestingly, only Geoff lost
This item was the only one in which

he gave himself 1, the highest rating.

He had little exper-

ience with the problem as reflected in adolescents
and for
him the knowledge gained allowed for

assessment.
a

I

a

different kind of

feel the staff made some real gains here as

result of the training design.

Another interesting aspect of the comparison between
Table

3

(August 1972) and Table 3A (February 1973) is the

variance in overall staff performance mean.
granted himself

a

Ray initially

1.9 which appears in a later table at

2.4; a 0.5 decrease.

This reflects,

I

believe,

a

difference

in Ray’s perception of what his responsibilities would en-

tail and the reality he encountered as he began service on
the staff.

The context of the second sample reflects

significant difference for him.
was in the other direction.

rating; 2.5 to 1.6.

a

In Gregg’s case, the move

He showed a 0.9 gain in his

This represents

a

kind of catharsis

in Gregg’s development, since he began the year with

response expressing his felt growth potential.

a

At the
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second sampling

,

he had developed high
competency and was

seeking other areas in which to
stretch and develop.
Inventory of Personal staff
Priorities/ February 1973
As part of the February 1973
inventory, three questions
were asked of the staff.
One, things that I have discovered

about myself that

I

like; two, things that

about myself that

I

don't like; three, what plans

deal with those things

Ray

I

I

have discovered
I

have to

do not like.

Strengths
I
enjoy the fact that I can reach
students either in an academic or supportive way.
I
enjoy that my classes meet regularly, that I
attempt to always be available and that students
feel they can turn to me for advice and concern.
I m also exceptionally pleased
with the growth
and development of my home group members.
:

^

Failings
I
don’t like my performance where
paperwork and paper details are concerned.
I
don t like the fact that I discover information
late.
I
don’t like the fact that all my dreams
and ambitions cannot be realized quickly.
I
don't like the fact that all the components for
an outstanding educational program have not been
developed, including the internal environment.
:

Plans
I plan to suffer the frustration and hopefully develop enough interest in paper work to
resolve that problem.
I plan, as well,
to be
more inquiring regarding information that escapes
me.
This can best be achieved if I have greater
interaction with all staff people. Regarding
dreams, I plan to continue to dream and plug away
at making them a reality.
:

Nick

Strengths
Primarily, I like most the fact that
it is still possible for me to grow within Shanti,
and for me to still contribute to the growth of
the school and individual students as well.
:

,

:

.

.
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Nick

guess I Still don't like the
fact
t
Ugh lessl y to People at times.
!
When the^it ^?10
13
agreeable to me, sometimes 5I tend
tenff
J
to shy
away from it.
I

^

Plans
Awareness, and need for Xfeedback.
dC
responsibility for intern training.
*

Gregg

More

n
hS
Nothln 8 that 1 «as not or am not
a ]^ H
already
aware of, unless it is an increased
con" ysel
as a hot-shit educator (whatever
!
that"?
lncreasin S c y"ioism about public
education
:

'

V"

^

Fa il inUL*
^
tiave not yet learned how much
is too
much and I get sucked into "therapeutic
community
games
I
suspect the latter is a result of the
former

Plans
J

:

Fuck-off more.

Strengths
Can be, and generally am, superefficient.
Feel I have the love and trust of
those students I deal with.
Have felt comfortable
in counseling situations without obligation to
put
self into an agonizing empathy.
Don't believe I
have "discovered" anything.
The things I like
about me as a staff person are simply the things
I
like about me as a person.
:

Failings Again, no discovery really.
It is difficult for me to confront others when their behavior
angers or distresses me.
Don't possess infinite
patience, energy, resilience, tolerance, forgiveness - don't really dislike that, it is just
unfortunate
:

Plans
Just to keep it in front of my own mind,
make myself confront when that is appropriate am making progress.
:

Geoff

Strengths
I've gone through a fair amount of
personal turmoil coming to a rediscovery and reevaluation of my assets. One of the more important things I've noticed is my cheerfulness, and
the value that has both for myself and for the
community I’m in contact with. Another is that
I probably have some untrained ability in informal
one-to-one counseling, and recognized that that
ability, disciplined and tutored, could be a
really valuable asset. Most generally, I think
:
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Geoff

C ° me
W -°- e l0ng Way in rec °g n i2in
R my own
t
worth emphasizing
worth,
my talents and potential
rather than the failings I can so easily
pick out

F ailings

My tendency to become over committed
and
consequently overwhelmed by the difficulties
involved (presumably that’s the bad side
of a
responsiveness to others' needs). Related to that,
a tendency to soft-heartedness,
which ultimately
isn’t to the kids’ or my own advantage.
:

,

Plans_:

I
suppose recognition of those problems is
an important step, particularly when the
problems
are attitudinal in nature; I can see the situations
where o vercommitt edness and soft-heartedness are
occurring, and (theoretically, at least) can act
to s Lop those tendencies.
The difficulty there is
that both those tendencies may hold subtle personal rewards that I don’t recognize;
seeing a shrink
may be helpful there.
(That’s something I have to
mull on, but I don’t think that the need for whatever the unconscious rewards of overcommittedness
and soft-heartedness are is so strong that it can't
be to a large extent overcome simply by recognition. )

Strengths and Failings of Shanti
As in August, the staff was asked to respond concerning

feelings about the school, its strengths and failings.

Below are chronicled the responses made by the staff in
this second sample.

Ray

Strengths
The spirit and atmosphere governing
The sense of risk to
our educational program.
achieve is also extremely healthy. The students
and staff attempt to mutually understand and
probe for new and better developments both in
academic and affective domains.
:

Failings
ronment

:

Incompleteness of the internal envi-

.

Nick

That I am feeling more comfortable
Strengths:
with its viability as an ongoing, self-perpetuating environment. That I have been able to

,
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Nick

watch how many kids have grown within
Shanti and
used it to their best advantage.
Failings
Lack of humor.
Necessity for fulltime woman staff teacher.
Lack of common sense
on the part of students and some staff
at times.
:

Gregg

Strengths
We are autonomous.
Kids choose the
school rather than "get put into it.” Nearly
everybody gives a damn - even Deedee.
People
must confront how they really feel about whatever
:

it is

.

Failings
The almost hypnotic power of the place
to demand total, absolute, unreasoning, allconsuming commitment.
If one is given to being
se lfF ess and caring, the goddamn place consumes
one.
Fuck you, fuck Shanti and fu'ck the railroad
station where all this ridiculous shit happens...
:

J

Strengths
That it exists and thrives; that kids
have this chance to take control of their lives,
to test out ideas and behavior, to risk openness all with support of adults who care and hear; that
those adults have the same environment in which
to struggle and grow with (hopefully) (most of
the time) supports.
:

Fail ings
The noise.
The physical chaos.
The
Director - sometimes blinded by own needs to those
of others - often reacts to expression of anger or
distress with cocker spaniel face ("Who, me? )
which pretty much insures such distress won’t be
expressed again but will be stored up to fester.
:

I

Geoff

Strengths
The opportunities kids have for
choice and decision (though I’m bothered that
there seem to be certain imposed limits on that whose nature I ’m not certain of - maybe they relate to the character of the staff, and the amount
of information required for community decisions.
The community where folks can interact with very
little regard for age distinctions, a sense of
The opportunities
equality, and a lotta concern.
academically,
kids have for experimenting
socially, and personally. (That’s a sub-category
of choice, but one so important it can stand by
It means a commitment to letting people
itself.
try things, fuck around, sit on their asses, or
The chance to experiment with styles^
whatever.
without making an absolute final choice is
:
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Geoff

probably the hardest part of the
choice thing for
staff people to accept and deal with.)
F_ai lin gs

.Staff direction - that's a part of the
imposed limits" mentioned above.
Part of that is
the result of a lot of hangovers from
teacher
roles things that kids have, and that we
may not
have done
Alot to overcome.
Related to that is
the ease with which any one person or group
can
seize power and run the school, due to a unique
accessibility to information; there's a "power
vacuum' at school, and 'tho it's too bad that the
staff are the people who've filled the vacuum,
the vacuum itself is a necessary part of community decision-making; what's sad is that the staff
filled that vacuum cuz of access to info that kids
don't have.
One of the traps it's easy to fall
into
is accepting flaws (in kids, in staff, in
ourselves) as "where they're at," or "part of
their process," or a function of "where they're
coming from."
I think the potential for doing
that is inherent in our philosophy and attitudes
and something we've always got to guard against.
:

.

Staff Training Evaluations

The second evaluative instrument rendered after the

training, was an evaluation of the eight areas of training
designs.

Table

and Table

5

4

rates the quality of the training areas

orders them in

a

priority list, best first.

The tables are self-explanatory.

Several other items were included in the final project
One question posed was:

evaluation form (see Appendix I).
In what ways were the goals met?

A

second was:

ways are they still unmet?; and third:

learnings of greatest value to you?
of the staff.

In what

What were the

Here are the responses

1

11

TABLE

4

STAFF QUALITY RATINGS OF VALUE
OF
EIGHT TRAINING DESIGNS
(

n=

5

) (

Scale 1-5,

1

Item
1

.

2.
3.

4

.

5.
6
7
8

.

.

.

being the highest)

Ray

Pre-school training

N

4

Video-tape viewing

ick
2

2

3

Gregg

J

Geoff

3

3

it

2

3

5

...

Home group leader
workshops

2

1

1

*

Home group leader meet
ings for group life

3

2

2

*

1

1

2

3

3

4

1

2

3

3

Priority settings

External conferences
Racism seminars

College informat ion
series
*did

3

ft

6.

0

1.3

.

8

2

3

3

.

0

3

1

3

2

.

0

3

2

2

2

.

6

5

Video-tape viewing

5.

.

1

8.

4.

3

2

7.

3.

0

3

Home group leader workshops
Priority setting
Racism seminars
Home group leaders' meetings
for group life
College information series
External conferences
Pre-school training

2.

.

.

EVALUATIVE RATINGS OF EIGHT TRAINING DESIGNS
(highest being first)
1.

3

2

not reply

TABLE

Staff
mean

Ill

Ray

—?—

S
.^irly useful monthly meetings. Good
—
mixture of internal and external
conferences.
We visit and share the wealth they visit and
gam the method.

Goals unmet:
Racism continues a large institutional problem.
At least we're aware and unsatisfied.
We are always evolving.

Valuab le learnings
Became more aware of myself,
clearer in my ambitions.
Better able to examine
my shortcomings.
.

Nick

:

Goals met:
All goals were met, but it's an ongoing
process for me to be aware of them and to use them.
Goals unmet
schools

:

Not much mutual sharing with other

.

Valuable learnings
To have greater confidence
in myself to be more at ease in my role as home
group leader.
:

G^egg

Goals met
I
am a better home group leader,
college counselor and have a better understanding
of racial tension.
:

Goals unmet
I don't feel much mutual sharing
with other schools.
:

Valuable learnings
Better and better at listening and analyzing my own perceptions about others;
am also learning more about myself and my needs
at a more accelerated rate than in any other
situation I might be in. The latter is good, I
think, but the rate is perhaps too high.
:

Comments

It is clear to me that we are operating
the best public school in the country.
That may
be "hubris" but my concern is whether the best can
be made available to 2 x 10 4 kids in the Greater
Hartford area and whether the best can remain the
best under any but the present leadership.
:

chose nof to respond to these items because she
didn't find them particularly relevant.

J

J

Geoff

Home group leaders seem to be in good
Goals met:
shape - TNick has improved a lot over the year.)
Outside home group leaders are good; limited
College admissions information
contact hurts.
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Geoff

1

^

°" racls ™ »•» °"ly
introductoryy ^rllttt'
Pri ° rit les and needs have
i
been
discussed
"° "
Ure they Can be clarified.
Our frust rs 1lion
f
1
is that
student priorities are
Often mu ch different than
(sic) Staff priorities.
,

^

The Utual1
-haring with other
!'
question.
We need - or I need at
more knowledge about black
culture.
I'd
like to
to spend more staff
time discussing specific
proposals (if there be any) to deal
with the
hool problems" we discussed
in January.

scnoois
^hTTs
-in
m
is

Valuable learnings:
My feeling is not particularly that I learned valuable
things (college
stuff is useful, but valuable may
be a little
s rong.) but that it was
valuable to me in terms
of support and interaction with
other staff; useful
providing a framework within which to
think about school problems, I have no.
doubt.

m

—Omment
Home group leader work seems to have
been really valuable - college information
to
have been successful - in terms of other
things,
I'm not sure we did any more than start especially with racism and priorities.
:

s_

Reflect ions on Process
The staff unanimously responded favorably to the

flexibility item.

Upon interview, each staff person felt

very much in control of the training experience.

They felt

that the informal consensus we achieved as we moved from
one program to the next gave each individual

a

chance to

guide the direction toward meeting his/her needs.

In that

sense, the process objectives have been achieved.

The

program moved from need to need at staff direction.
One glaring example of lack of follow-through presents

itself in the priority setting area.

We conscientiously

.
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set ourselves to the task of
defining the priorities and
succumbed to our own resistance when
the solutions to the

problems defined became our agenda.
ourselves?

Why?

Magnitude of the problem?

Overtired staff?

Fear that the problems are unsolvable?
the plateau we rest upon?

Fear to look at

Complacency with

At our last staff/intern meeting

(April 1973) Geoff raised the question,
and another series
of staff deliberations is planned. The
process, then,

continues
Geoff's role in the process is interesting in
terms of
the question:

Do

I

assume

a

high level of experience in

order to follow the training model?

I

believe not.

Geoff,

while highly verbal, energetic, and skilled, has had little
experience.
but

i

At times he found his role expectations high,

unctioned comfortably as

staff members.

a

peer of more experienced

Initially he had to plug in at his own

level, gain from the training his own fulfillment.

As his

experience base expanded, his role easily changed.
Further,
even with

a

I

would project that the model is possible

staff all of whom are at

a

low experience level.

The same model has functioned at Shanti from the school's

beginning.

Initially, our staff had little experience in

teach ing/ learning

.

The

d

ire ctor/ staff roles were different

in that the director had more information and was an un-

equal resource.

Such inequalities, however, are eventually

.

lib'

equalized
The process was the only
reasonable and consistent one
assuming the school's philosophy.
Staff is expected to

make decisions, to self-direct,
to set priorities and define
self.
Indeed, our school demands it
of us all and we believe
in this.
The same model applies to our
students.
The pro-

cess of this training project is the
process toward these
ends
.

Reflections on Training Evaluation
The greatest success of the training project
was the

home group leaders' workshops.

Both the Westcott-

and

self-directed workshops seemed to achieve the high goals
set
for them.
I

agree.

The staff has rated the area highest in value and

Home groups are key to the school's function, and

are developable.

Changed behavior in this area

is

evident as judged by the director, students, outside visitors, and staff themselves.

Second in value on the listing by staff are the priority

setting sessions.

These became

a

later (January 1973) focus

of the training, and were entirely staff appointed and

directed.

There remains frustration at the incompleteness

of the action which should flow from the priorities set.

The value of this item supports the process-clarification

self-designed program: act to change initiated by participants.

The final step is still in process.
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The racism seminars have, for most,
introduced the

problems and initiated

struggle for solution.

a

They began

with the assumption that all participants
had some measure
of racial confusion, bias, prejudice.

The process was to

expose that bias and to recommend action for its
resolution.
It

is

regrettable that racial concerns are vital to us

primarily in crisis.

We have now, through the seminars,

initiated an ongoing non-crisis approach to racism.

Plans

continue to unfold for creative approaches to the problems
involved.
a

In my view, the two seminars in the project were

running start.
As Ray suggests in his journal entry, combating racism

is a full-time endeavor.

Racism reflects

a

bias in our

society which makes its way into Shanti, into the hearts
and minds of our students and staff.

Home group leaders' group life meetings were initiated
as part of this training project.

They have been moderately

successful, but have not met expectations.

Home group

leaders meet weekly for business, and the monthly group life

meetings are difficult to focus.

It is hard not to talk of

school problems, kid problems, business, business.
I

should suggest more exercises for group building.

I

feel

The

group sharing and support for which the meetings were de-

signed are too important as values to continually fall to

daily business needs.

My prime agenda for the next meeting

is to suggest a refocus.

.

in
The college and career information
series provided our
staff with ample information.
We have designed comprehensive strategies for recommending our
students.
The staff
seems comfortable with the data.

Our technique was to bring in both
experienced guidance

counselors and various admissions officers.

formation directly from the sources.
in manpower

We got the in-

My former involvement

^raining assisted in career planning, but we

still have needs to develop

a

sense of employment opportunity

development
1

he external conferences attended during the training

period did not seem very helpful.

Nick's comments in the

journal on the C.L.E.P. conference suggest that he found
that of little value.

The Murray Road admissions conference

was somewhat helpful.

Since the training project ended, our

staff has attended several valuable conferences.

person has

a

Each staff

one-hundred dollar personal conference allot-

ment voted him/her by the student Administration and Budget
Task Force.

The conferences attended for professional

growth during the training period are not chronicled, but
have contributed to staff growth.

The low rating given

this item very simply reflects the fact that the conferences

attended were, by and large, only vaguely helpful.
Both pre-school training and video-tape viewing re-

ceived fairly low responses (3.0).
the distance from them.

This reflects,

I

think,

Both were in early September and
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the issues confronted were not issues
at the time of the
evaluation.
The best evaluation for the
pre-school meetings
seems to be our smooth entry into the full
school year.
I

plan to use the tape again prior to the
closing of school,
order that we might chart our progress as a
staff in

m

the year’s progression.

I

feel both projects

met goals.

Staff Behavior Change

Three. ways occurred to me to evaluate the project.

have selected as my primary form
I

have done this for two reasons:

a

I

self-evaluation model.
1)

the self-evaluation

is the most consistent means to achieve credibility and

uniformity, both with the philosophy of the school and with
the self-actualized design itself, and 2) the method is

formative rather than summative, offering opportunity for
immediate utilization of data as collected.
The most obvious changes in staff behavior are in

staff roles as home group leaders and in the gusto and

confidence in self-competency which Gregg fears may be
"hubris.”

I

favor the gusto, and find that it sets up

sense of strength feeding on strength.
a

kind of vision with

a

a

The gusto reflects

reality base to make vision real.

This competency extends to academic instruction and
all areas of the spectrum of performance.

This sense is

fortified by the staff’s experience outside of the school.
At conferences,

speaking at universities and community
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meetings, the staff

is

greatly encouraged by the high
regard

in which our work is held.

There is

of something of great
importance.

a

sense of being

a

part

This is reflected in the

recorded comments of several staff
that our "mutual sharing"
with other alternate schools is not
very mutual.

Other

schools, we find, are deeply distressed
about survival
issues.
We are not.
This leads the staff to two significant
attitudinal

shifts:

1)

the willingness to be of service to schools
and

persons committed as we are, and

2)

a

more outward striving

to change public education and the society which
supports
it.

This attitude of competency is further reflected in

daily junction.

havior by

a

I

don't fear "hubris" because such be-

staff in as open

a

community as ours would not

long be tolerated and we would become victims of our inter-

nal checks and balances system.

The same sense of security encourages greater risks,

greater creative thrusts.

Staff have moved more into the

professional community, are seeking to act as change agents
outside Shanti.
evidence of

a

This political action, risking, is powerful

secure base, knowing that something of what we

have is worth the sharing.

Present Staff Priorities
In the final part of the training program, the staff

responded to an item seeking expression of present staff

.

.

.
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training priorities.

Ra^

1.
2.
3.

4.

Nick

1.

2.

Gregg

Here are the responses

Home group leaders.
Intern development and training.
The dynamics of racism.
Improvement of staff talents and competencies
*

'

Training internal home group leaders and
phasing out external ones.
Teacher (intern) supervision and training.

Need to streamline our paperwork; better
support
for adjunct people; smaller home groups,
more
nome group leade rs
staff should be encouraged
to offer courses out of their field of
experience.
;

J

Did not respond.

Geoff

1.
2

.

3.

It is

Student leadership identification and development.
Racism
Exchange with other schools (emphasis on
reciprocity )

interesting that all the initial training items

of this training project (except the highly specific college

and career counseling) reappear on the present priority

listing either directly or by implication.

On the one hand

the staff feels the training was successful, but that the

priorities remain unchanged--more of the same.

This suggests

that we did, in fact, initially identify the correct training needs.

The inclusion of intern and volunteer training needs
is

heartening in that it reflects the willingness and sense

of responsibility to share on the part of our staff.
is

This

consistent with our staff philosophy and reflective of

staff feeling of confidence.
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Added to the list is Gregg's
suggestion of further
broadening staff and paperwork
relief, and Geoff's desire
to strengthen staff skills
in developing student leadership,
a recommitment to our
long-suffering concern about student
complacency, and an effort to think
more of developing positive skills in our students,
rather than dealing always
with problems.
And so, despite the termination of
this project, we
continue the training model, that through
it our staff may
continue to grow.
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CHAPTER

6

CONCLUSIONS
Several specific conclusions
for Shanti itself are
found in earlier chapters.
The need to redesign some general leader group life meetings,
the present training priorities, specific priorities peculiar
to us are discussed there.
This chapter seeks to extricate
from the training project
general conclusions which may be helpful
outside of Shanti
as well as within.
1

^

Staff role def inition preceeds

a

training design .

In order for training to be effective the
trainees must know

for what they are training.

Otherwise training is vacuous.

In alternative schools, staff roles are different
from the

roles of staff in traditional schools.

The literature to

date has been sparse in defining just what is expected of an

alternate school staff.

Even if volumes were available it

would still be necessary for each staff person to define his/
her role on the context of the school-- training for what?

Once the role is defined, the next step, designing training,
is

easy to take.

The twenty negotiated areas of key staff

functions helped us do this.
did his own description.
two

Additionally, each staff member

There was correlation between the

.

The

s

elf-def ini t ion can change, can be negated.

In the

full staff cycle, staff members are frequently called upon to

3
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fill gaps to perform broader
functions.
This suggests a
fluidity of self definition
and of full staff function.
The
definitions , then, should be
occasionally rechecked and appro
priate changes of emphasis in
the training design made.
2>

St
.

t raining

aff -identified p r oblems and
negotiation of

design is an effective

a pproach

a

to staff training

.

If the training is expected
directly to affect an identified

constituency, then that constituency should
identify its
needs and negotiate a design.
This, plus flexibility,
assumes commitment to the design, assumes relevancy.

The

assumption is that the staff can generate its own data,
define
its needs and make its own choices about its own
training.
If the choices are in error,
it a corrective device.
s1

.

ff

the process has built into

The extreme of that device is that

will refuse to support or return to irrelevant train-

ing, will redesign if the option is open.

Goals must be

negotiable, as well as process and definition.

Changes in

the direction and focus of the institution need watching.

In

the context of the open negotiable consensus design, the

staff can control its destiny.
The great process problems in such designing are informa-

tions and communication.
all staff.
is

Information must be available to

The better the information, the better the choice

likely to be.

municate need.

Staff must feel free to express, to comThe attitude flows from respect and trust
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within the staff group.

If that

lacking, then the role

is

identification and training design can serve as

a

trust

building experience.
3

Priorities

^

-raining pr ogram.

change and

f

a nd

needs can change during an extended

The program should be sensitive to the

lexible in its direction

.

Any extended training

program should use the present needs as
not needs long since articulated.
a

a-

point of reference,

The long since needs are

working base, but should indeed change as needs are ful-

filled, as growth occurs.

The director of a large alter-

native program asked his staff and students in what direction
he should lead him?

What do they need from the institution?

To do their own thing, was the response!
a

He carefully laid

plan to meet that end and after consulting and thinking,

presented that plan

a

year later.

the group, "Are you crazy?

work together."

"Our own thing?"

responded

We want a living community to

He failed to be sensitive to changes.

This perspective on growth is only possible through

listening, questioning.

It remains for adjustments to be

made in response to change.

4

)

A

comprehensive training program should include

internal and external resources

.

self-contained, internal program.

There is great value in

a

Staff sharing of leader-

ship and training roles helps build mutual respect, unity,
and helps the individual trainee strengthen his own skill.

)
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reflect upon it from

a

different perspective.

The use of

external resources brings
new information, new
perspective,
new technique, new excitement
into the staff.
It prevents
lcif ications and inbreeding.
Sometimes the skills

needed

are not contained in the
group.
The answer to the dilemna
is simple enough.
A good
program utilizes both. We can on
the one hand develop staff

leadership and skills through training
leadership experience
and, where appropriate, we can
use consultants.
In this

training project the balance

particularly evident in the

is

two home group leader workshops.
5)

Ihe.

dimensions

.

degree of staff growth can be profound in
its
It

is

c o-terminous

with the problems ( tasks

yA x ch may facil itate that growth
.

.

There is sometimes

a

training prejudice which separates the training from the
reality.

Training is seen as an entirely introspective

process.

I

stand on the hilltop and explore my soul that

may return to the valley trained.

And

I

agree that intro-

spection is helpful, but training as practiced here
didactic, involving process,

a

I

is a

living reality process

— as

we act, do, perform, reflect upon performance and act again,
we are growing.

The growth occurs in the context of action.

The struggle is real.

The learnings are real.

The growth

is real.

Because

I

have done it well before,

I

can probably do

f

-
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it well now, or because
I'm getting better at

better this time or because

I

it.

I'll be

know how not to do it, I'm

to knowing how to do
it.

The approach is particularly

appropriate to alternative schools
since alternative schools
are active, dynamic places.
That's where the growth potential lies.
The mountaintop, the introspection
has its vital
place but should not be the focus of
the program.

^

— ich

^

°

—— t a

f

is based upon mutual support and trust

effectiv e training increases and uncovers

The con-

.

clusion refers to the growth of respect and trust
which
functions in successful group experiences. One of

the twenty

key staff functions is seen as "mutual support
staff team

membership"--strong individuals functioning as
vices

a

strength of its own.

a

team pro-

The growth of support and trust

increases indeed through testing and experiences, and is

uncovered through communication, rather

a

Socratic discover-

ing of the unknown and unrecognized.

7

)

Inservice training offers shared urgency, commit-

ment and sub] ect matter

.

When the staff functions together,

each person's agenda becomes more clear to others.
is

He then

able to explore that agenda more carefully, to grow.

When the staff is committed with constancy to the same ob-

jectives, albeit through different methods, then their

resolve is firmer, commitment unified.
ment takes time and risking to build.

Real shared commit-

.

.
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8)

requ ired of staff in an altPr-

~-hoQl se ttm^ tends to

p rovide

u nderstanding which
enhance s p rime

to the role of other st
af f members

overview and broader

function and sensitive,
.

The staffs differen-

tiated pattern of function
strengthens total function.
Compartmentalization of role limits
perspective and narrows
our views.
Our school’s curriculum is
based on a broad,
general view void of departments and
traditional subject
fields.
The plan is to encourage width,
diversity.
There,
staff members with particular skill may
spend more time
activating that skill than another might,
but all staff
have functions, administrative, instructional,
supervisory,

resource development, counseling, and group leadership
and
support
Unless the totality of our goals and processes are

understood, then we are limited in our function.
a

Each choice

staff person makes is in the context of the totality.

The

system eliminates the fiefdom, special interest problem, which
can divide personnel.

Each person’s special interest is the

same; the school, its growth and nurture; my growth and

nurture; the students, their growth and nurture.

The delim-

iting function of "teacher” is not an accurate description
for alternate school staff although teaching is

priority

a

clear
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9>

D es
P

-

-

lte overcommit me nt

staff training, when

,

r-l-

ian t„ and clearly related to growth
and function. -.an
r eceived with enthusi as
m and energy
There is a certain enthusiasm about growing, about
getting better, feeling more
competent, stronger. As the staff
sees itself grow, despite
its overcommitment, tearing,
getting better, increasing
skill becomes naturally a high priority.

u

.

If „ e see the

danger of overcommitment as

serious energy drain, then

a

greater competency and perspective can lead
to
that expenditure of energy.

a

decrease in

We share- our best and work on

our failings.

Self-definition is
always exists in
am, where

person

s

I

a

continuing vital issue

a

growing person

am going.

a

.

There

need to discover who

I

This concern is central to meeting

emotional needs and is, therefore,

energizing starting point for
sustaining force in training.

a

powerful and

training design.

a
A

person

is

a

It

is

a

always willing to

invest in his/her own self-definition and personal growth.
11)

problem

.

Staff burn-out remains

a

constant and on-going

Perhaps the most serious problem in alternate

education is that it assumes the constant, intensive, and

undeviating energy of some of the most creative and talented
people in the education field.

This tremendous outpouring

of energy, the living always on the edge, the constant

public accountability, the strictures against failure, the

e
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seriousness of the purpose, the
variety of skills and abilities assumed, all of these
keep unreasonable pressures
on
the staff.
The result can be twofold-great
and intensive
f
s 1 ~ gro w t h and burn-out.
The issue has been raised by
staff several times in
this paper, most articulately by
Gregg.
The solution of this
problem for Shanti is my present top
personal priority.
I
offer poor leadership in the area.
The staff has expressed
the concern clearly--all staff are
planning to return 19731974.
It seems that we should again employ
our negotiating

training model and design protection for ourselves
against
the burn-out danger.
Nick Duke has indeed succeeded in
solving the problem for himself.

I

am convinced with a de-

signed program and mutual checkout, we can solve it for
us
all.

12)

Outside the formal staff training program, the

director and other staff members must seek to deal with
individual areas of concern and growth for staff members

.

In Ray's response to the journal he felt strongly that this

paper had neglected emphasis in this vital area.
from the mutual support already discussed.

Shanti

a

There is at

continual process of checkout among staff for

opinion and suggestion.

In my role as director,

the decisions of staff, their judgment.
us,

It flows

I

question

This becomes for

then, a professional growth experience.

Hundreds of
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less formal encounters among
staff occur each day.
These
reinforce, encourage growth,
strengthen communication, and
nurture consistency.
13

—

taff library and easy access
to professional
materials an d research is helpful
to s taff personal dev.lnpment.
At Shanti we provide a staff
library including un)

published research reports, publications
and pamphlets,
extensive materials on other schools,
related publications
political science, economics, sociology,
psychology, and
urban studies.
It seems that staff members are,

m

at any given

time, engaged

m

reading something from the staff library.

have alluded in this paper to staff summer
reading and to
staff responses to professional literature.
It is necessary,
I

I

suppose, given the existential nature of our lives and

training, that

I

point out that we are continually reading,

referring, borrowing concepts and practices.

The staff li-

brary is in continual use.
14
^ rc

Strategies against racism are profitably designed

)

the absence of crisis, but the intensity of commitment is

lessened

.

Some predominantly white institutions like Shanti

look with favor on the principle of meeting the needs of all

students.

It remains true,

however, that needs of black kids

get somewhat eclipsed when the black kids stop reminding us,
in their own articulate way, of their needs.

The full respon-

sibility of that reminder should not be theirs alone.

Yet

}

.
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m

staff is always
need fulfillment.
15
p e u tic
~~~

danger of equating tranquility
with

They don't necessarily
equate.

an institu tion func tions
in part as

community, the staff

SUCh te chni S ue s_.

.

of

a

thera-

that community must be skilled

By therapeutic,

I

mean that we are seek-

ing to change some behavior in
our students-for example, the
behavior of kids in modes of self-defeat,
delf -degrada t ion
Our strategies to change this behavior
must be competent and

effective with little serious risk of injury.
The competencies are highly technical, require
experience, caring, understanding, and listening.

understanding of this

is

reflected in the continuing high

priority of home group leader training.
portant staff function.

Our staff's

It

is

the most im-

The need for training is continual,

the need for skills development obvious.

The traditional

school frequently seeks to ignore the affective growth of
kids.

We do not, and so must be prepared to deal with the

effects of that growth.
16

)

The director is ultimately publicly responsible

for staff and their training.

and direction gives power to

His/her energy, leadership,
a

training program.

The direc-

tor's role is to listen, assimilate, identify, facilitate,
and to share energy.

training.

He/she is

a

catalyst to self-d irect ed

He/she provides the staff with

a

sense of

)
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security, of ongoing strength,
which allows them the
bility of greater risk taking.
The director is, in

staff is

a

sense,

role model to kids.

a

leadership, has

a

a

possi-

role model to staff as

His/her style, philosophy,

profound influence on

a

staff group, but

must not be allowed to dominate,
must not discourage selfdirection, self-growth.
Such dominance prohibits growth,
and stifles and frustrates staff
development.
The staf f, by virtue of its skills,
access to

17

information, and experience has
school communi ty.
P.Y..

erw ^ elm

•

Just as

a

powerful influence on the

This power must be understood, lest it
a

director's dominance may inhibit staff,

so a staff group's dominance may inhibit student
growth. The

dynamics of power, the appropriateness of power in the staff's
role must be understood by the staff, or that power can

stifle, drown student initiative, and student leadership

development.
is

a

I

am interested in Geoff's theory that Shanti

power vacuum wherein the staf f--feeling

necessity

— has

a

sense of

stepped into the vacuum.. An understanding of

power, its generation, and its influence on an open community

must take root among the staff if indeed they can exercise
the power granted them by status and experience in a manner

consonant with the school's goals of student self-direction
and choice.

9
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18

lternat lv e school conf e rences
are inhibited by
t he different definition,
of -alternat e, school.."
k..
the differences in thM r
.respective
'

ft

.

,

.lac

ti nurnn of their

development

.

,l

Me

the

m

.

our staff, as part of this

project, attended several alternate
school conferences, and
hosted one.
The difficulty is one of
disparity.
The word
al ternative implies "other," and
folks' interpretations of
"other" vary widely, and rightly so. We
must become more
sensitive to each others' otherness as schools.
Such an
understanding increases the possibility of the
mutual sharing
which in this training project seemed inadequate.
1

S/taff role

^

——-^^ ec

^

definition and growth can be expected

the co ntext of staff training evaluations

.

If the

purpose of staff training is to change some staff behavior,
then the context in which staff sees itself changes also.
This makes measurement of change difficult because not only

behavior but also context changes.

It seems that

in the ec-

lectic nature of our school, change occurs with great rapidity.

We should anticipate and welcome this change, although

the implications for measurement are difficult.
20

)

A

successful inservice training program must not be

cathartic or terminal

.

The staff senses

a

degree of incom-

pleteness in the program based upon unreal uxpectations of
catharsis.

In fact, training emanating from present, arti-

culated needs is by definition never completed.

Its
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priorities may change, its
process may alter, but the
dynamic
sense of growth demands
a majestic constancy.

appendix

I

INSTRUMENTS USED IN EVALUATION OF PROJECT

.
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Shanti School
Staff Personal Priorities

February

1973

This questionnaire is a follow-up
to the one we did last AuaaVe lls ed the same twenty staff
_
performance items°
T
l ^ essentially
nd asked
the same questions.
The difference in
your responses (we'll compare later)
and shifts in your priS
Sh ° Uld
elp you chart your growth as a staff
member
h
and help
us evaluate whether or not our staff
training
program achieved what we set out for it to do.
*

!?

l

Home group leadership
Academic instruction
Supervision and leadership of voluntary staff
Staff team membership (mutual support, etc.)
Initiator of ideas
Planning and evaluating
Individual counseling
College and career counseling
Availability to students
Working well with the director
Understanding of racial tensions
Consistency of performance
Accurate diagnosis of student and community problems
Handling of day-to-day business
Clearheaded functioning under stress
Openness to love and be loved
Meaningful participation in staff, home group and
board meetings
Community resource development
Contribution of overall growth of school community
Supervision of student teachers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
A.

On the basis of the above list, rate yourself on a scale
from one to five (real good, to not so good at all) in
terms of your success in each area.
11.
12.

1
2

.

3

.

13

.

4

.

14

.

5

.

15

.

16.
17
18
19

6.
7

.

.

8

9

.

.

.

20

10.
(

1

)

.

13 7

in order of their
your role at Shanti.

what things have you
rself as a staff

person?

what things have you
out yourself as a

E.

What plans do you have to deal with the problems
listed
in D?

feel the most important things about Shanti are:

F.

I

G.

The things that bug me most about Shanti are:

I'd like to thank everyone - J.
Ray, Gregg, Nick, and Geoff,
as well as Jack, Muriel, and J.B. for patience, thoughtfulness,
,

and support throughout the training program.
(

2

)

thanks-gene

13a

Shanti School

Staff Training Project
Evaluation
25 August

February

4

1972
1973

The questions before us are*
Which
in th 8 past six months
hsve'been mos?
n
a"d
P
Where d ° Me need greater development
as a
staff’
staff?
I appreciate your
thoughtful comments.
gene
-t-v.

T°

I.

+.

h^f

'

iSt ° f

^

fovm 1 traini "g activities we
rate each ^in terms of its value to
a
St
f
em er
The scale ra "ges from one to
five (one,
(one
th
^
the ^highest-best;
five, the lowest-worst)

shared
.

%!lease

*

1

.

2

.

3
4

II.

III.

.
.

5

.

6

.

7

.

8

.

Pre-school staff training, organizing,
priority setting.
Video-tape viewing.
Home group leaders’ 3-day workshops.
Home group leaders' group life meetings.
January priority setting meetings.
External conferences (Murray Road, CLEP,etc.)
Staff and school racism seminars.
College information sessions.

List the above in order of value to you

-

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

best first

-

In September we set priorities for our training in
this order:
1) home group leader training, 2) college
admissions information, 3) racism, 4) mutual sharing
with other schools.
In January we added another:
5) self-clarification for staff in terms of priorities
and needs of students.
A.

In what ways were these goals met?

B.

In what ways are they still unmet?

(

1

)

.
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c

Did you feel that the design
was sufficiently
flexible to continue meeting changing
neeas as
6
s needs
we proceeded?

What were the most valuable things
you learned during
the staff training done?

IV

.

V

.

What are our current staff training priorities?

VI

.

Other comments:

Thanks-gene

(

2

)

APPENDIX II

COOPERATING TEACHERS’ MANUAL
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JOYOUS GREETINGS AND ALL
HAIL!
...

U

finc?iL!°

y

it

C%ur

t

t

TO OUR SHANTI COOPERATING
TEACHERS

*™’

Shanti Scho °l could not
manual wil1 ma a a few
SCh! ° o1,
We Mant V»u and we
““I
0

hope tha? th*
thl

things clearer to you
need you... so if and whan
"ant us
to be^war; of your ideas
^Las
1 free to cal1
c °» e in .
and gget involved.
involved’
» thank you for your
We
participation
><

’

U1 ^ es

seventeen Carnegie Units for
? ?
g-atuation fulfilling
gatuation
fSlfii?*
minimal
state requirements according to
the General
e

Statutes of the State of Connecticut.
Neither
numerical nor letter grades are given. A
student
generally
receives 4 potnts (or 1/4 credit) per eight
week cycle if ?he
cla ss meats for at least four hours
per week.
Course work is
evaluated by teachers and students according
to the form
enclosed here or by means of some other written
statement you
J
might prefer.

Students at Shanti are drawn from a full range of socioeconomic backgrounds and are admitted by lottery.
Previous
academicllevel of performance is not criterion for admission.
About two-thirds of the student population at Shanti are
residents of the city of Hartford.
The Shanti curriculum offers a number of approaches to learning
many basic skills, mastering subject content, and developing
positive personal and group characteristics. We use the
resources of the staff and of businesses, cultural institutions,
universities and colleges, and community organizations to provide learning experiences that have meaning, vitality, and
challenging yet individualized standards.

(

1

)

POSSIBLE OBJECTIVES FOR
THE SHANTI COOPERA TING
TEACHER
-

V

Sharing what he or she
knows best with others,
by being involved
and just
Gaining experience and
sensitivity with
educational model
Being both an educator
and

a

a

new and changing

learner

Comprehending the need for
openness, effective feedback.

Establishing open communication
with students and staff
Sharing with the larger Greater
Hartford community
ATTENDANCE PROCEDURES AT SHANTI
t
6ntS haVe 3 res P° nsi bility to attend
classes in
whLh rh
which
they are enrolled.
You will receive a list of
U e
have signed up for your class and the
“! “ : staff
name
ot
!f a contact
person.

Students should attempt to change the
activities of
classes with which they are dissatisfied
rather than
cut them.

If a student does not feel that the class
can be changed
satisfactorily , he should drop the class within a
reasonable period of time (two weeks) and not expect

credit.

The teacher should refer attendance problems to the
particular student's home group for discussion.
-

If a teacher has any questions about a particular student
or wishes to know what is being done about a particular
situation, he should get in touch with a staff contact
at Shanti.
Attendance records may be kept for your own

reference.

teacher may arrange individual instruction or independent study projects with a student if he cannot attend
class on a regular basis.

-

A

-

The times and days that a class meets should be specified
during the planning week preceding a cycle so the student
may work out his schedule.

evaluation procedures at shanti

oaxs that are
Students object
Well, what would

ormuiate their expectations
some common understanding as
to what is expected of each.
u

-

j.

Students and teachers periodically
pe
review progress and
the students participate
te in planning further activities
for the course
^

wU

Ja

A Jf

L
the course and expectations for
students to
they are in need of change.
.

Final evaluation of student work should
be based on an
expiicit understanding of what is expected of
students
that has been clear throughout the course.
The final evaluation procedure at the end of
each
learning cycle should be a cooperative judgment
reached through discussion between the student and
the
Leacher
(A sample of the form presently used is
attached.) This final evaluation meeting should be
held during the last session of the class.
Discussion
about the class will probably take place during the
evaluation week between each cycle as well.
.

-

It is the responsibility of the student to see that the
evaluation form makes it into his file (via the home
group leader and the office), or he will not receive
credit for the course.

(
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MEETINGS

uni ^ meetin Ss.
1:00 P

scheduled bi-weeklv and
continue

n

0
which^^fo^e^^e^ffL
°
+>,“

ZIS

la^^thfaf

«

'

“

These are
H

-

«- -y

-

What W “ Ca
* ho
««»P
two hours with a staff leader.
The sizp of
r
S avera S e around ten
students.
You
mi^ht he int
! r? n
l
ste
your
way
into
a
group
on
a regular
u
P s;n:
basis
? h i purpose of the home
The
group is that it
a place where people can
and should feel free
discuss and
confront personal and school problems,
and it should be a
* We Can en3oy ° ne anot
her s company in a variety
of
-

.

L

1

th ®. hone grou P leaders meet each
week at a
B
XVe Staff (includin You, the Cooperatingscheduled
g
Teacher) meets as a group usually in the
evening once every
two weeks, or as the need arises.
It would be really helpful
if you could attend one of these staff
meetings.

T

(

4
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SHANTI school student
EVALUATION
COURSE TITLE

YEAR, CYCLE

s

I.

II.

Student self-evaluation
1.
What do (did) you want

Q|t

STUDENT

permanent record.

get out of this course’

2.

What were your specific accomplishments
(e.g.,
read, lab experiments, presentations,
trips)?

3.

General self-evaluation and comments (did you get
what you wanted out of this course?).

Instructor's evaluation Please evaluate the student in
terms of the questions in Section I.
Do you agree with
the student’s self-evaluation?

Study area

Signatures:

Points awarded

Instructor

No credit

Shanti staff contact

Incomplete
Student
Note:

If additional space is needed for any answer, please
use the back side of this sheet.
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The name Shanti wa<?
comm unity meeting in
July, 1971 while the
school's^ J" l $
Staff Were to ~
gether at a ten-day suLer
There were
group discussions on severalD a ing ® ession
ggestions of a name.
tions were then voiced in a
Suggesnit
g therinS and the
group finally Glided upon
?:%hanti
u
"
' HlndU
peace that surpassed
the
-

^run^i^'V

u

nt

i

r: q uL e :e«i :: d

p:™r

g

^

t

i

^e Lr„

icul

c

in?

r

^

subjeot to

natad

d

?

HsH tLV"«S
«;
F
r-F -----

s&sis-

—

one or two points, some a full sixteen
points.
The curriculum
offers a number of approaches to learning
basic skills,
3eet
and devel °P in S positive personal
haract eristics
We use the resources of the staff,
of
businesses, cultural institutions, and community
organizations
to provide learning experiences.

“

.

:;:Si:??

.

HISTORY OF THE SHANTI SCHOOL
As long ago as 1969 the Hartford Board of Education
expressed
interest
the development of an alternate high school
program for the city.
A year earlier, the Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania Board of Education had established the now famed

m

"Parkway Program" which offered community-based secondary
instruction to students of that school district. Pursuant
to that, the Boards of Education of Chicago, Illinois;
Cleveland, Ohio; Rochester, New York; and Berkeley, California
engaged upon programs based on the Philadelphia model.
In the summer of 1970, a group of parents and citizens in
Hartford began forming the plans for the present Capitol
Region alternate high school. John Bremer, Director of the
Philadelphia program, came to Hartford at the invitation of
Trinity College to address educators, business leaders and
interested citizens.
So great was the community response in
the city that the parent/cit izen group requested that the
Capitol Region Education Council adopt the proposed program in
order to involve many school districts in the Greater Hartford
Region.

(

1

)

i4g

M

1

1

’

th

$30 000°to th

more positions

m

^

Hartford Board of Education
committed
g

the school.

y

e preSent P r °g ram emerged
after extensive
consultation with parents, students, educators.
consultatlon°wi^
Boards of
Education, administrators, and the teachers
and students of
existing successful programs. Area colleges
and universities
e lon bus messes and
industries
have
been espe^ f
cia ly helpful.
The program has received local Chamber
of
Commerce endorsement. Programs in New Haven
and Middletown“
were consulted.

OBJECTIVES
A.

To provide relevant community-centered education
to
students of the region.

The structure of the present day high school, partly
by virtue of its large enrollment and diversity of
task, restricts those who administer and teach therein
from full utilization of existing community resources
in their instruction of students.
The response of Hartford area business, industry, the
arts and university communities has been overwhelming.
Areas such as leathercraft computer analysis, structural
engineering, architecture, auto mechanics, American
Indian anthropology, and marine biology are available
with expert teachers who practice the art or science
concerned.
Area businessmen are enthusiastic about
serving education needs in the community.
,

B.

To provide a regional urban-based program for students

from Hartford environs.

The proposed program is the nation's first regional
"school-without-walls " There is a need for sharing
of experience and growth by students of differing
backgrounds.
In the proposed program urban, suburban,
and rural students join together to live and learn.
This region-wide confluence of students will provide
an exciting and enriched environment for growing.
.

C.

To provide wide opportunity for flexibility and individualization of programs and learning encounters within the
framework of a planned and inclusive program.
(
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)
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a

en

1

b

h

h
iy
hiih sch::^
e “i: t ::i
s : ? 0 if
P
gReStS
that many students are seeking
more individSa?ized
environments in which to learn
A school program must
"°.-Learn
be of service
all ° f ltS
members
wel1
*« each
Of its fibers

^

^

-

"

The proposed program offers a
curriculum which will
e o ve
rom individual and group needs.
curriculum requirements of the statutes Clearly the
will be^et
as in any secondary school, yet
the statutes allow
great flexibility in shaping a full and
integrated
program for each student.

Some courses are independent study courses,
some are
internships, others are group meetings of four
to
twelve students.
1° !!u ta ? llS j means b y which the program can be of service
to the broader community.

Our students will bring to our community
sponsors their
own strengths and forge a relationship between
the
community and education. This mutual sharing is of value
to both parties.

The program will seek to develop specific services to
the community.
Two suggestions of this nature are
instruction of a free course open to all professional
people in Spanish language as spoken in Hartford, and
establishment of a course in Spanish literature and culture available to Spanish-speaking people.
•

To establish
in education.

a

climate of innovation and experimentation

The design of the program is to route the limiting
concepts which are the all-too-easy Lorelei of
professional educators. This program, limited in
its size, is expansive in its scope.
Several programs
are being planned in conjunction with participating
school districts.
One such program is the proposed
cooperative arts program which the Shanti School would
administer for promising artists from cooperating school
districts.

(
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methods of evaluation

Education suffers from i+-<?
b"
scription to the Socratic
imperative^^se!?"
' Searchin
u“
lf
self-knowledge.
8»
It is eivpn tn
*
e ” oti °" all
and earnestly consumed by
y
pro^L t^f
design and
implementation.
Upon analysis and r P fi & thowever, they
may find their efforts of
small value
T 0 °h*
dl
”
enSlons ° f
evaluation emerge, internal
Txt^al!"
..

V

*

^

^

A.

Internal Evaluation

T
?°ri

* tUd

Students evaluate and are evaluated
at
10n ° f each course through a form
jointly
commpleted by
K
teacher and student. This form con0 * 13 Whi< h teacher and
student initially
T
nitfL-hl;
-.S
put
forth, their
realistic
application, and the
student s achievement of them. These
should be
searching, detailed reports of strength
and
U

S

:

weakness.

B.

2.

Of courses and teachers.
apply 3s in 1. above.

3.

Of the school.
Students meet weekly in ''home
which are led by a staff member or qualified groups"
consultant.
These groups deal with such problems as
attendance, behavior, adjustment, and overall evaluation of day-to-day and long term experiences. The
home group evaluates itself and its members at the
end o f each cycle.
Each home group appoints one
member to a school-wide ongoing evaluation task force.

The same principles shall

External Evaluation
At least annually a major evaluation of the program will
be made by an external consultant.
Funds will be made
available for this purpose. The design of the evaluation
may vary, but its intent will be a careful periodic
analysis of program strength and need for development.

COOPERATING SCHOOL DISTRICTS
The area of service broadly define, shall be central Connecticut.
Because of our commitment of regional action and the
resources of the core city, Hartford, the program will be
located in Hartford, but may draw its students from outlying
areas.
Sixty percent of the student body must be from the city

(
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of Hartford itself.
Whi ° h ar P artici at ins. and
the number of students
from each, are as ?follows: P Bloomfield
(3), East Windsor (I)
Glastonbury (2) Hartford (41), Plainville
(1), Rocky Hill
b “ ry
Wethersfield (2). Additionally, there are
’
y
in!
f 3 students.
11 non-supported
’

THE SELECTION OF STUDENTS

ecause the Shanti School seeks a diverse
student population, selection for the program is by lottery
of those students who, with parental consent, apply.
The only students
who would not be eligible are those who require
some special
education program which the school would not be
prepared
to
offer (for example, retarded, disturbed, severely
physically
J
J

handicapped).

Each Board of Education makes annual budgetary commitments
to the program.
Thereafter a lottery shall be held to fill
the positions offered in the contributing district.
Students
already enrolled have automatic preference for positions
offered by their local board.

SOURCES OF INCOME

-

BUDGET

Funding for the project will be from local boards of education
participating in the program at the cost of $1,000 per student per annum (1971-1973).
This represents the total stable
operating budget. Additional funding is available through 1 v;,
local business, state and federal sources. This funding is
seen, however, as supplementary and will be used for special
projects only.

PARTICIPATION IN PLANNING, POLICYMAKING AND SERVICE
The corporate body ultimately responsible for the school is
the Board of the Capitol Region Education Council.
The role
of C.R.E.C. is that of fiscal and personnel policymaker.
Broad policymaking power lies in the hands of the Shanti
School Board. This group consists of one appointed representative from each participating Board of Education, the
Executive Director of C.R.E.C., six students, six parents,
and six members of the community selected by the above.
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and On-Going Evaluation.
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COURSES

COMMUNICATING SELF
64 points

credits

4

Act ing

Guerilla Theater
Italian
Journalism
Latin
Library Organiz.
Oration

Black Drama
Black Literature
Contract Reading
Creative Writing
Existentialism
F i lmmaking
French
German
Grammar

P h il os ophy
Poetry
Public Self
Radical Periodicals

Radio Broadcasting
Reading Skills
Revolutionary Theater
School Paper
Spanish
Speedreading
Television Production
Vonnegut
Women in Literature

THE WORLD OUT THERE
48 points

3

credits

Afro-American
History
American History
American Indian
Anthropology
Child Psychology
City Politics
Clinical Psychology
Consumer Protection
Corporate Law
Counter Culture
D emonology
Draft Counseling
Drug Laws
Drug Problems
Economics

Educational Philosophy
Educa t ional
Psychology
Government
Group Process
History of
A

nar chy

History of Railreading
Labor History
Latin American
History
Law with ACLU
Mass Psychology
19th Century
Europe
Nonviolent
Politics

(

7

)

Parent Management
Political Campaigns
Political Science
Prison Reform
Propaganda Techniques
Psychology
Public Relations
Religions
Revolut ionary
Thought
Social Problems
Spanish History
Urban Survival
Volunteer Service
Corps
Women's Movement

t
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THE PHYSICAL WORLD
48 points
32 points

3
-

credits
Mathematics

Accounting
Agriculture
Algebra
Ar ch i t ecture
Astronomy

Ca lculus
C h em i s t ry

Chess
Computer Science
Ec ology
Electronics
Engineering

io logy
Botany
B

Physics
Physiology
Probability

Sex Education

Statistics
Survival Techniques

F orestry
Geography
Geology
Geometry
Human Sexuality
Laboratory Science
Marine Biology

Trigonometry
Urban Biology
Zoology

ME, THE CREATOR AND CRAFTSPERSON
16 points

1

credit

African Music
Alchemy
Anatomical Drawing
Auditing
Auto Mechanics
Auto Repair
Batik
Beadwork
Bicycle Repair
Candlemaking
Carpentry
C art ooning
Culinary Arts
Dance
Embroidery

name 1
Fashion Design
Finger Painting
Graphics
Instrumental Music
Interior Design
J ewelrymaking
Lat in Music
Lea thercraf
Locksmithing
Macrame
Masonry
Metalwork
Modeling
Music
Appr ec iat ion
E

(

8

)

Music Therapy
Photography
Piano
Pottery
Sculpture
Sewing
Silkscreen
Streetcar Restorion
ie-dy ing
Weaving
W elding
Winemaking
at

T

Woodcarving
Woodworking
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BODY WONDERFUL, SOUL COMPLETE
16 points

African Dance
Archery
Backpacking
Bicycling
Bowling
Camping
Canoeing
Cross-country
skiing
Flying
Folk Dance

l

credit
Hiking
Hitch-hiking
Ice Skating
Jazz Dance
J °gging
Judo
Karate
Modern Dance
Motorcycling
Mountainclimbing
Ping-Pong

(

9

)

Rollerskating
Sailing
Scubadiving
Skiing
Skyd iving
Street Sports
Swimming
Track
Wat er sk i ing

Wrestling
Yoga

